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INTRODUCTION

In mid 1942, plans were being made by Glelow Naval

Architects relative to the construction of four floating

power plants for the U. S. Government. The 1dea sprang from

the utilization of a U. S. Navy Battleship (the South Dakota)

in supplying a large West Coast city with electric power fifteen

years ago during an emergency shut-down of the central power

nlants in that area.

It 1s the purvose of thls paper to explain the

nission of these floating vlants, to describe the major items

of equipment aboard, to present the operating difficulties

ancountered, to show their performance by means of Thermodynamic

calculations, and finally, to mention the feasibility of post

var operation for this type of power plant.

 an y



MISSION

Yorld War II was quite nh.

“" Lthesls of being a decided

[ssue, as the 1ldea of cecnstructire central power plants that

floated was bei ~~ “~vmulated. Thc -»untrv was verv much

In dunger of suifering enemy clr or =e. attacks, a fact

attested by the Bast Coast black out during thls pericd.

should our larre central power plants have been shelled cor

embed, Industry (so vital to the national effort of sll out

var) would necessarily be glowed down in production. It

vas felt that insurance of &amp; physical nsture was acvisabdle.

This insurance was to be the floating power nlant, which could

be quickly towed to the scene of the bombing or shelling,

-ied to the transmission line, and operated until the damage

vas repaired.

The proponents of the vlan had another reason why

onstruction of the plants should be effected, thousrh perhapsC

less well founded than the first. In the event of uncontrolled

floodwaters on the country's large rivers, it was concelvable

chat central power stations, located on the river banks to

atilize the river water to ccol the condensers, might be

inundated with consecuent shut-down. These then, were the

two selling points used to justify the plan-foastal Protection

nd Fleod Control)

Yith the proposal edcopted, that the experiment would

oe wise in the interest of Wational Defense, it haa to be

decided how many of these plants it would be advisable to

nake and what capacity output they should be. Even though

his project was admittedly an experiment, obviously one



vlant wculd not be enough. Une plant might be in service,

vhile another central station was bombed. It wculd

necessitate declding which sent’ ~~ -7 +»~ c-untry was in

creater need of the power whi’

vithout. At thy same time nev.-

did not wish t

project of t-

experiment: =»

coulk of non

~ wr ld have to gc

“r.-1lv defensive

” other war

ving the

plants w
“- ody

meke ¢ d- * coms? r TA ges es
Le resolved

that &amp;board eac* 1 -1 g»-- “7 %ed +e puchinery

sO precguce &amp; 70 TT YF
/ Lr

*ent powevw per

olent to supplv «+ City «

placed 4,000,000 as the fi~rvre o- which tc hase th

TT co 7stion). A cost analysis

4 ETDENSE

Sonsiceration for these strategic and economic factors resulted

in the decision that four such plants should be built.

sielow Zngineers, of iNew York, then comrenced the drafting

ooard design of the salient items of eguipment to be

installed. The contract was given to the Bethlehem Steel

Jompany to make four cheep, flat-bottom hulls, devoid of

means cof self-propulsion, as the basse upon wnich the power

nachinery was to rest.

The first plant - The INDUCTALNCE - wag completed in

che spring of 1943; twe nore plants - the RESISTANCE and the

SEAPOWER - were also launched toward the close cof that vear.

The INVFELLANCE, the last of these craft, was not readv for

oreration until the summer of 1944. The hulls were towed



to Pittsburgh, where the power machinery was installed

ov the United zngineers Construction Company, &lt;ituated on

the konongahela River. Civil Service personnel observed

th€ a a s miile) 1 vyry aiNd i t W oa © t12rn 6v wh0 Cc 0n3uw C t e d th &amp; © r e 1 1 n11 nar &lt;V

ests on each of the plants as 1t became reaedv. The Defense

Plant Corporation acted as the arcency of the U.5.Covernment

&gt;n these plants, as extensive orerating tests were wade in

°P1ttebureh and lerphise.

With the establishment cf the fact that the floating

rower plant was a sound ensineerine endeavor, developments

in Burcrne were such that bombings or shellinecs from enemy

forces on cur coastal cities were extremely unlikely. For,

toward the end of 1943, Italy had surrendered and the Allies

had control of North Africa and Sicily. The threat of

serman alr power had been repulsed after the Battle of Britain

and German Naval acticn was limited largely to lone submarine

raiders. In fact, large n.2.7. and U.5. air reids were

vecoming dally occurrences in Nazl occupled sectors of Zurope.

Thus the passazre of events had direct effect upon the mission,

as well as the desirn, of the floating Bom plents. The

Jovernment had appropricted }~7 C20,7020 for this experiment

and had realized nothing in return, up to this point, except

che satisfaction that they would produce electrical energy.

It was realized, at this time th:t their being desirable in

the event cof floods was but ¢ £2lling point.

Loents of the Government could find bt ona public

atility company that would contract tc lease the use of one

&gt;f the plats for full time power production. The bollers



in the floatinz power plants are constructed to burn cil or

natural gas. The utility company in Pensacola, Florida, having

access to an abundant supply of gas, arranged to have the use

for a period of cne ear of the INIDUCUANCE, the first plant

built.

Sut the we LW mere four million dollar plants

tI? in the process of construction.

cA ee 7 ~Mere--t. Cffice of

standin, 07 oo a

Phe or: ~°

“he Chi.’
»

tie restr it of the

aon ucil

vag to be F

11e8tre.t Ai 4

S- s0n « rtly, however

Theme Tool gn Mpg ison
- ~~ gr Tm
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: &amp; a0,Loonerioa (4 “fer part «7 T7"7) the big

military sneculation bv secon ~~" 38S6TS was when and where

ves the second front to be esta. _&gt;.ished. There was no doubt

out that our concentration of U.S. forces In BEncland was

prenaring for an invesicn of Hitler's Fortress Lurope.

Obviously, a beach-head would heve to be established, whether

che invesicon occurred in southern france, Brittany, Normandy,

3elgium, or even Norway. The tenacity with which an invading

force holds a beach=head and the sneed-gt which it moves

inland con® it consolidates its unite are dependent upon

Its supply lines. The Cerman Army was naturally expected tc

jJemolish all harbor facilities (those that were still in

operation after the softening up of the enemy by Allied bombing)

vhile being pushed back. Power plants would be cone of the

nost certain objects to be demolished by retreating forces,

sven 1f they hzd no time for more extensive scorched earth

holicvye



sroping around to find some way to justify the

appropriation of 516,000,000 taken from war Dond purchases

and taxes, the proponents hit on the scheme to send the

floating power plants tc Surope so that they could supply

the power to run the innumerable electric cranes, the

sluices, and other harbor fac*lities. In this manner was

some measure of face s2lvaged, though tm» &gt; ~»opped up

other problems to b+ solved. The “los:” mower plants

vere designed for producing elect *¢ ~~ enercy at sixty

veles per second, but sll of Ture vo fitt-s2 out with

notors and other elect~fc-" erm™* "iened for fifty

© ton flat bottom

"rean? Thirdly,

cvele operation. Secondlvw how

scow tc be pronelled across: t°

the plants were eguiponed witly, +» - voto cwenorator, which

wes designed for fresh water ever-mat?--  *=h: nlasnts would

no doubt operate in a harbor and he ev ——mat’na sglt water,

Vith increased evaporator ovlowlown being necesasary, the

plants might be uneble to get along at continued full load

&gt;perstion with only one raw water evaporator.

The cuestion, at this point, that was cebated was

vhether more taxpavers' money should be used tec re-cutfit

she ships for foreign operaticn, or let ther rust in inutilitv

on the river in this country, while hopings some comraenv would

contract for their use in order to salvage a little something

From the experiment. The former plan was adopted, though

he time factcr did enter herein; for invasion was imminent

ond the power plants should be ready in England to be transported

50 the scene of the landings in order tc achieve thelr newly



created mission. First the SEAPOWER and then the RESISTANCE

dere sent to New Orleans, where the reconversion jobs were

accorrlished. An extra fff+v feet were added to the length

of the barges in the form of a blunt prow containing a forward

crew's quarters and ballast tanks. Ag orizinally constructed,

the floating power plants were square at either end (the plan

view was a rectangle), so it was hoped that a prow would

result in less pounding of the flat bottom barze. The hulls

vere desigsned for inland and ccastal water ways only, not

for continuous beating of the anzry seas in mid ocesn; but it

vas expected the plants would successfully make the crcssing.

The turbine was rebladed and suvoplied with a &amp;0 cycle governor

in addition te its original 60 cycle governor, so thet 1t

then cculd be operated at either frecsuencv, as the occasion

night dictate. Since the station auxiliaries were 60 cycle

operated, a fresuency changer set (50 cycle synchronous motor

iriving on the same shaft a 60 cvcle generator) was installed.

lo provide for additicnal make-up capacity, a seccnd raw water

svaporator was put aboard. A galley was provided at the aft

end of the vessel, with additional sleeping quarters also aft.

Naturally, U.S.Army personnel wculd operate the plants in the

foreign theaters of operation.

In April 1944, an army crew commenced its training in

Pittsburgh on the SEAPOWER, the only plant,atthat time,

the conversion of which, was complete. It wes at this point

that the author first entered the picture, earmarked to be a

member of the crew of the second ship to be converted - the

\

KESTISTANCEH «= He wag sent on temporary duty for six weeks



aboard the SEAPOWER to observe the training of that unit.

Activationofthesecond army crew (that of which the author

vas a member for 21 months) followed. This unit was designated

the 1717 Engineer Floating Power Plant. Light weeks of

oasic training in Camn “laiborne, Louisiana were succeeded

oy elght weeks ('t~ un’ al training aboard the INDUCTANCE

2t Pensacola, whil awaiting the completion of the conversion

of the RESISTANCE for overse- ~~ .3s8/ 77,

The we plants were to hr wowed hv ~:i ocean zolng tug

0 HBurope with a skeleton crew grhner»é es1 barce. In view

of the weak structure of the hu'’ (10 vr ~thodox lines of

“he barge, it was not considercd s- © the full crew4d

aboard during the vovage. Ia accl’l™ T's was bound

“0 be so slow that sufficient ref&gt;* tern*
food for :

available for'a full complement of men.

fcund the two plants, RESISTANCE AND SZAPOWLER, hesded on their

journey from New Orleans to Burope. A skeleton crew of twelve

army perconnel was aboard the SEAPOWEX; the author was one

&gt;f fifteen aboard the RESISTANCE. In addition, maritime rules

decreed that four merchant mates be aboard, though their actual

atllity was nil. The skeleton crew was needed to put the turbine

on turning gear periodically and to keep proper mild alkaline

concentration in the beilers, which were in wet storage.

The means of motivation, as previcusly indicated was

3 seagoing tug with two six cvlinder diesel engines capable

&gt;of developing 1150 horsepower each. The two floating power

brlants were part of a queer looking convoy composed of 22

ships, including 50 ton diesel operated floating cranes, small

tv tyne oll tankers and U.S.Navy destrover escorts for



srotection. This slow moving convoy traveled,ontheaverage,

at a rate of four knots. The trin consumed a total of 31

days, from the time the crew step»ed aboard until it stepped

ashore in Antwerp, Belgium. At the time of the arrival of

hese plants in murope, in late 1944, Cherbourg was the port

that was supplying the U.S. and British forces, with some

help from LeHavre. The Red Ball highway (the route of U.S.

quartermaster supply trucks! travel from the port to the front)

vas stretching ever longer. Newly liberated Antwerp, then,

which was but a few miles from the front, was a mcre logical

crort in which to operate the plants. Rather than keep them

both tosether, though, the SEAPOJER was turned around, and

vent back out to the North Sea and thence to Chent, Belgium.

his was the period at the beginning of Von Rundstedt's counter-

&gt;ffensive in the Battle of the Bulre.

Antwerp was not to be the actual area in which the

RESISTANCE was to operate; rather, a small town, 2chelle, was

selected in which 1s located the largest power station in

3elgium. As soon as the remaining 44 men of the crew caught

ap with the RESISTANCE, operation of the floating power plant

commenced on the Scheldt (L'ESCAUT) River at Schelle. The

larce central staticn, alongside which the RESISTANCE was

moored, has three 30,000 K.i. turbo-generators and one &lt;¢0,000

Kee, for a total rated capacity of 150,000 K.d4. At this time,

though, the station was only producinz energy at &amp;« rate of

20,000 K..i. The large turbine and one of the smaller ones

vere 1lnoperative as a result of damage in certain of their

stages, and were being repaired but slowly. The encineers



at the Belgian Plant (the name of which is INTERESCAUT)

maintained that Belgien patri. t= inserted explosive charges as

a means " 2abrtagze while +" Termans were still occupving thePy &amp;

- ern - wrt nf 1G TC was an

axtremel ~~
-

+ op
a

_ - 3m .

m ho War. &amp; + e roce- dy) P 0 S83

&gt;f beine ©
*

- oo»

£ cr ale mag EE
Ax - A f*ng to

ret more pr BV5 ® wm
- r holding

Tout facet thatSees ee 'hem in oo? _— Thr
oz

the floatin~ 1» "vor plants burr:

1'étre" that was tangible. For our production

1 fips t— ~--r "raison

"Tat ric Power

could easily be translated in terms o° Lend Leas R3lgium.

The two plants in Zelcium ~enerated gt the rat- ~f shout

20,000 XK... on the average, though each id hi%5 re ke « f

50,000 K.¥, for a dav or two, steadily, at a time, all the while

senerating at 50 cycle freguency. According to the VOLKSGAZET

an fntwerp newspaper), the two U.S.Army floating power plants

sroduced 18% of the electrical power produced in all of Relgium

during the month of March 1945. During this month, representatives

‘rom Holland came to the RESISTANCE, relative to moving it to

lotterdam in order to produce power for the Netherlands. Since,

wowever, there is a connection between the power lines of Belgium

and Holland, both countries agreed that it would se well for

the plant to remain at Antwerp and send 15,000 K.W. to Holland.

Che RESISTANCE operated at Schelle until late July 1945; during

this time, it generated 81,289,000 K.W.-Hrs. net output. This

ceneration represented a saving of about 65,000 tons of coal,

shich were thus directed to other use. The SEAPOWER ceased

operation toward the end of June 1945, having delivered to the
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Belgian and Dutch grid systems, a net of 72,000,000 kilowatt

nours.

it about the time the floating power plants in Europe were

concluding their missions, the fourth plant - IMPEDANCE - commenced

Its journey from New Orleans to Manlla. To save time, the only

conversion on this plant was to fit it for 50 cycle generation

and to install the additional raw water evaporator. The

[MPEDANCE, therefore, made its Pacific voyage with no prow,

but only a sguare bow to pound the waves. Redeployment to the

Pacific theater before the termination of hostilities on 14

August 1945, resulted in half the crew of the SEAPOWER being

assigned to operate the INPELDANCE, for there was a scarcity

of trained Army operators for a third crew. The IMPEDANCE

commenced generating in the fall of 1945, in Manila.

The narrative, at this point, has reached the conclusion

of the war time employment of the floating power plant, two

of them having been sent to Belgium, a third to Manila, and

the fcurth operating in the United States. It has been attempted

to point out. the missions of these plants from their incevntion.

iconomic and strateglc considerations were shown to be determining

factors in the employment of the plants. The original mission

of the floating power houses was fcr home defense, while the

snemy countries held the military advantage over the U.S. Changing

nilitary conditions finally resulted in the floaters being a

part of U.3. Lend Lease to Allied Countries. Finally, like all

other U.3.Army surplus property, their disposal, after the ces-

sation of hostilities, became a problem.



GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The floating power plant is just what its name implies

a power station mounted on a steel hull in order to provide

mobility for it. This hull is of 3/8" steel, is 358 feet long,

and is 50 feet in beam. The entire bottom portion of the

oarge consists of oll, fresh water, and ballast tanks, which

when loaded to 95% capacity (the optimum loading for overseas

travel) results in a displacement of 6000 tons. This loading

for overseas movement 1s selected to have the plant draw 12

feet of water at the aft end, with a 3% foot drag. The fuel

oil tanks are of three types; double bottom deep tanks, and

settling tanks, all of which are provided with steam coils tc

permit heating of the oll to facilitate fuel oil transfer.

When full, these fuel oil tanks can hold a total of 567,600

U.S. gallons. In addition, a diesel oil tank of 18,800 U.S.

gallon capacity is provided. Two portable water tanks aft

hold a total of 24,600 gallons; while two aft ballast tanks

are of 74,000 gallons total capacity, and two forward ballast

tanks can hold 38,900 gallons of raw water.

The barge is fitted out with four 4-ton anchors, two

forward and two aft. All these anchors were entirely necessary,

In addition to steel cables and 9 inch rope lines, to hold the

vessel in the strong current of the Scheldt river, which has

a 20 foot tide. An electric driven capstan serves to raise

zach anchor, as well as to provide a winch to take In lines.

Three hundred feet of anchor chain is attached to each of the

anchors. There are two 30 man life-=boats on the top deck,
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together with two life rafts. A small 50 K.W. summins

Diesel has been installed on the top deck to produce the small

amount of auxiliary power needed sboard in transit. Before

embarkation, the vessel was depermed at the Naval Stadion in

New Orleans. A degaussing coil completely girdles the barge,

and a compensating coil is provided for the ship's compass.

Degaussing merely amounts to sending a direct current through

the coil to produce, by means of a certain number of ampere

turns, a magnetic flux just sufficient to offset the natural

Flux generated by the steel hull, which if not neutralized

vould set off magnetic mines. Degaussling was necessary only

in waters less than 300 feet in depths a small motor generator

set provided the D.C. current for the degaussing and compensating

roils.

Before describing the main power plant machinery, the

narrative will first examine the vessel as a whole from stem

to stern. There are three decks on the plant; these will

frequently be referred to. The lowest deck 1s the tank top

level, which is 3'6" above the base line; this deck is the

top of the double bottom fuel oil tanks. The next higher deck

is called the main deck; the turbine, generator, switchboard

and tops of the deep tanks are at this level. Filnally, there

is the top, or weather deck upon which are mounted the life -

boats and other deck gear. Reference may be made to Fig. 1

In connection with the description that follows.

A port and a starboard ballast tank are located in the

foremost portion of the prow. There 1s a paint locker on the
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sank top of these ballast tanks. Just aft of this paint

locker are situated the two chain lockers, one on either side,

vith the capstan machinery in between these chain compartments.

Next to the rear 1s the forward crew's quarters, capable of

housing 26 men, and a sick bay with space for four occupants.

A head with two showers 1s also a part of the crew's quarters

forward, all of which are directly above deep fuel oil tanks.

Squeezed in just aft of the crew's quarters, is a forward

ammunition locker.

The cooling water intake system 1s the next thing

sncountered, progressing toward the aft end. There are

wo rectangular openings on each side of the ship (the photo-

ocraph shows these openings quite clearly) through which raw

vater is drawn, as the medium for cooling in the main condensers.

The waters drawn from the two sides of the vessel enter a

common waterway at the center of the barge, where a large chain-

fall operated sluice gate is installed. Passing through this

sluice gate, the water enters a large chamber known as the

screen well. Three motor driven Rex traveling screens &amp;re

slde by side in the screen well in order to filter the raw

water. A continuous backwash of water from the raw water pumps

vashes seaweed and other foreign matter off the fine mesh copper

screens into a trash trough, which discharges over-board on

3lther side. Two mud eductors are placed in the outlet side

of the traveling screens to suck the mud off the bottom of

the screen well. The kinetic energy of the jets is produced

oy 40 psi.g. raw water. These eductors also discherge on either

side of the plant. On each side of the vegsel are two large
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manually operated gate valves. that send the cooling water to

its next destination - two 42 inch ducts. These ducts, one

on either side, run the length of the ship. A Wallace and

Tiernan water chlorinator permits injection of a chlorine

solution into either duct just aft of the two gate valves tc

get rid of algae that may collect as a result of organisms

in the raw water. These 42" ducts serve to carry the raw

vater to the circulating pumps, to the condensers, and finally

ii schage out the aft end above the water line.

Just aft of the screen well is the next major compartment

the transformer well -;from the tank top (3'6" level) to the

top deck extends the main plant transformer. Sandwiched in

around the screen well and the transformer well are a

carpenter shop, chlorination room, store room and battery room

{containing the ship's storage batteries and small items of

slectrical equipment). On the port side, between the trans-

former well and the outside of the vessel, 1s located a boat-

swain's store room on the tank top, and on the main deck level

is the main oil circuit breaker and equipment for phasing out

‘to get the ship's electricity in phase with that of the utility

ashore). At the tank top level, on the starboard side, between

the transformer well and the side of the vessel, 1s a space

Jevoted to the storage of machine shop supplies and replacement

partss Incidentally, the chlorine solutions are injected

into the 42" ducts, where they pass through this machine shop

storage space and through the "bosun's' storeroom (on the port

side). Above the former compartment, on the main deck level,

-here is a machine shop. This shop contains a fourteen inch



standard engine lathe with an 8 foot bed, a 24" Gould &amp; Eberhard

Shaper, a 14" Racine power hack saw, a number 2 Cincinnati

nilling machine, and a 6 x 32 cylindrical grinder. In the aft

section of the machine shop store room 1s a tank where turbine

lubricating oil is stored; suction may be drawn on this tank

&gt;y the turbine lube oll pump to transfer this cil directly into

the turbine oil reservoir.

Situated on the main deck level over deep fuel oil tanks

and just aft of the transformer well is a large compartment

termed the switch gear room. The air circuit breakers for the

two main diesel generators, for the forced draft fans, boiler

feed pumps and the bus tie are all to be found in this sector.

There are two air cooled auxiliary transformers that step the

voltage down from that produced by the main generator to the

440" used in the station bus system. The degaussing generator

and two small direct current generators (driven by alternating

current motors) are also located in the switchgear room.

On the other side of the bulkhead, aft of the switchgear

room is the pump room - the lower pump room being on the tank

bop and the upper pump room on the main deck level. In the

middle of the lower pump room is the boiler feed pump pit, which

s3xtends down the 3% feet to the bottom of the barge. The two

3lectric driven and one steam turbine driven malin boiler feed

pumps are based here. Surrounding these large pumps, but on

the tank top level, are many other items of equipment. The

deep diesel oil tank lies between the deep 0il tanks under the

switchgear room and the forward bulkhead of the lower pump rooms.
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As the two 42" ducts enter the lower pump room on either side,

a ten inch header takes off each providing suction to the

six raw water pumps in the forward portion of this room. One

of these raw water pumps 1s designated a fire pump, for its

discharge may go directly to the fire and sanitary systems:

four of them are merely termed raw water pumps; and the sixth

is a bilge pump, which can take its suction off the 10" header

or the bilge line. The main function of this raw water line

1s to produce the cooling fluid for the two large fresh water

coolers, which also are in the lower pump room. The fresh water

cooled in these shell and tube heat exchangers serves to cool

the lubricating oll of the turbine, to cool the cil in the

main transformer, the cylinders In the diesel engines, the main

hydrogen cooled generator, and a host of other items. Four

fresh water pumps (exactly the same size and make as the raw

water pumps) produce the pressure in this system, taking thelr

suction from a 4 inch header coming from the portable water tanks

aft. The heart of the fuel oil transfer system also lies in

the lower pump room. Two rotex type fuel oll transfer pumps

are the prime movers of the fuel oll. An air operated pneumer-

cator system indicates,bymercurygages, the amount of liquid

in all of the fuel oil, diesel oil, and water tanks, and most

&gt;f the control valves are located in this area.

The upper pump room, likewise, contains myriads of equip-

ment. At the bulkhead adjacent to the switchgear room stand

two large diesel engines each driving a 300 K.W. generator. The

function of these engines is to produce the power needed by

-he station auxiliaries tc put the main unit into operation.
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l'o produce 200 psi.g. air pressure needed to start the large

diesels (for they are started as air mctors) there is a 2

cylinder gasoline engine driven two stage air compressor. In

addition, there are two 2 stage electric motor driven air ccm=-

pressors capable of producing 200 psi.g. air or 100 pesl.g. air.

I'he lower pressure air serves as the operating medium in the

nany automatic controls. Supported high in the upper pump

room is a huge deaerator, with outlet to the boller feed pumps

celow. On either side of the dearator on the main deck level

stand the two raw water evaporators, to produce make up to the

feedwater system. These evaporators are supplied with water

from the raw water pumps which first passes through two heat

exchangers = the evaporator feed heaters - before entering

the main evaporators. The vapor generated in the evaporators

is piped to the shell side of sn exchanger known as the evaporator

condenser through the tubes of which passes the boiler feedwater

on its way to the deaerator. The last major items of equipment

in the pump room to be noted are two contaminated evaporators,

the function of which is to generate the steam used to heat the

fuel oll in the various tanks by means of heating coils located

in each of the oil tanks. The contaminated steam system 1s pro-

vided to be completely divorced from the main steam from the

doilers lest any oil enter the lines through leaks and make 1ts

vay into the boiler drums.

Aft of the pump room lie two more rooms, the turbine room

on the main deck and the condenser room on the tank top. On

he lower of these two levels are the two main condensers, one

on each side of the ship. The raw water circulating pump of each



condenser draws its suctions from the 42" raw water duct, and

discharges directly into the tubes of the condenser; a continuation

of the 42" duct takes off from the condenser discharge and

continues aft for the rest of the length of the ship. For the

condensate system, there exists a hotwell for each condenser

and two condensate pumps drawing from each hotwell. In the

center of this room (directly below the turbo-generator) is the

nain condensate storage tank, serving as a reservoir for con-

jensate, and having &amp; cooling tank adjacent to it. On the star-

soard side of the condenser room is a drip tank, which receives

she gland steam leak cff, the condensate from the traps cn the

boiler drains, the condensate from the emergency stop valve drain.

ond other such high and low pressure drip. On the port side of

shis room, there is the hydrogen seal oil system. This consists

of the hydrogen seal oil detraining tank, the hydrogen seal oil

ourmp, the vacuum pump, the hydrogen seal oll cooler, and the

related valves and lines of the system.

The turbine room stands on the main deck just above the

condensate room. Directly in the center is mounted the turbo-

cenerator with its excliter and pilot exciter. At the forward

bulkhead of this room are two hydrogen bottles and five carbon

dioxide bottles all connected to the same system. The carbon

dioxide purges the air prior to injection of hydrogen into the

zenerator casing so that explosive concentrations of hydrogen

In air will not exist; a percentage of hydrogen in alr of from

5% to 75% is explosive. Likewise, when it is desired to remove

the hydrogen from the generator, carbon dioxide is the purging

medium. On the port side of the turbine, the switchboard is

nounted upon a rubber foundation. This enclosure contains the



hydrogen control panel, port and starboard feeder panel, a

control panel for each diesel, the main generator, the frequency

shanger, and the turbine supervisory instruments (such as

sccentricity recorder, vibration recorder, and tachometer).

Vattmeters, overcurrent relays and a ground relay are located

in the baclr of the switch board. acing the steam inlet end

of the turbine ls a turbine control panel containing pressure

sages, condenser vacuum gage, salinity indicators, and temper

ture gages. The oll operated emergency stop valve is on the

nein steam line just before it enters the turbine steam chest

through the control valves. A two stage air ejector 1s provided

on each side of the turbine room, one for each condenser. The

frequency changer and the main generator field rheostat are both

located starboard of the turbine. The turbine lube oil tank

axtends downward from the main deck level into the condenser

room; in connection with this system, a Delaval centrifuge 1s

orovided to remove water from the lubricating cil. A low pressure

Feed water heater receives condensate from the air ejectors;

from the low pressure heater, this condensate proceeds out of

the turbine room into the evaporator condenser which 1s in the

apper pump room. The high pressure heater is also. to be found

in the turbine room (port side). It receives its water from

“he discharge line of the boiler feed pumps.

Progressing once again toward the aft end of the plant,

orings one to the No. 2 beller room and aft of this room, to

the No. 1 boiler room. Each boiler occupies one separate room;

shey are identical except that they are mounted 180° relative

-0 each other in order that the weight distribution mav be com-

sensated. The boiler foundation rests directly on the tank
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sop; down there, also, is the boiler control panel, which con-

tains the automatic combustion controls, in addition to

temperature and pressure gages and flow meters. Upon the lower

section also, is the forced draft fan, which takes its inlet air

from out of the side of the ship as well as from the beciler room.

High up, from the main deck to the top deck, is suspended the fuel

bil settling tank. 011 1s drawn off the bottom of this tank

into the two fuel oil service pumps In the lower seetion of the

boiler room, and circulated through three oil heaters before

coing to the burners. Contaminated steam, of course, supplies

the heat to these exchangers, as well as. to the settling tanks.

There are two chemical feed pumps capeble of producing 1500 psi.

pressure and a chemical mixing tank located in lower boiler

room No. 2. These small positive displacement pumps inject

chemicals in solution into the steam drums, one pump for each

boiler; they may also be used for hydrostatic tests of the boiler

systems. A blowdown tank stands on the malin deck In No. 2 boller

room; the blowdown lines from both bollers pass into this tank

on their way overboard. These pieces of equipment are the lmportant

items that are not part of the boilers proper, but are located

in the boiler rooms.

The donkey boiler room is on the tank top, aft of the No.

1 boiler room; this room derives its name from an oil fired heating

boiler used to produce st eam for the ship's galley and unit heaters.

In addition, it fies into the contaminated steam line as an

amergency measure. A small water testing laboratory has been

set up in this room on the tank top, where the dally tests of

"eedwater, boiler water,and evaporator brine are accomplished.
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we cylindrical sand filters receive raw water from the fire

line to produce filtered water for the ship's sanitary system

and for cooling the bearings of the raw water circulating pumps

A storage tank in this room serves ss a reservoir for diesel

0il to supply the fuel for the donkey boiler. Finally, a

juartermaster laundry has been installed in this compartment,

consisting of a washer, centrifugal drier, and steam drier,

all for the convenience of the ship's crew.

Above the donkey boiler room, on the level of the main

deck, is the aft crew's quarters, consisting of four-man staterooms

and an area of bunks in the open space, and a head. On this

same level, extending to the rearmost portion of the ship, there

sre the following other rooms. On the starboard side is a

divided refrigeration space for the ship's perishable food stores;

2 2 ton (of refrigeration) meat box maintained at a temperature

of 1569 F is bullt right inside the 1 ton (of refrigeration)

capacity vegetable room, kept at a 40° F temperature. Inside

she vegetable room. an icemaker capable of making 30 pounds

of ice in trays. provides ice cubes. Between the refrigeration

spaces and the aft end of the vessel is found the refrigeration

nechinery room, housing two complete units (one used as a standby)

gach consisting of a belt driven freon-12 compressor. The

refrigeration system contains a total of 140 pounds of freon-12

when filled to capacity. The pivot for the starboard rudder

Is also in this room. Directly behind the aft crew's quarter

1s a passage-way, in which are the aft capstans, &amp; brig, one

non-perishable food storeroom and the aft ammunition locker.

Jetween these last compartments and the stern are the two aft
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chain lockers and the COs room, which houses a bank of 76 bottles

of CO2. which can be directed to any of the machinery rocms by

remote control in the event of fire in the machinery. Extra

nydrogen and freon-12 bottles are stored here; the pivot for the

port rudder, and the rudder machinery are also mounted in the

S0o room. Beneath these rooms are the aft ballast tanks, extending

lown to the bottom of the boat. On the level of the mooring deck,

above the aft crew's quarters and head, there is a galley, a

ness hall, and additional statercoms. The relative positions of

111 these rooms and items can be seen by referring to fiz. 1.

To this point, the description of the floating power plant

has been general. It has been attempted merely to give an overall

account of the physical make-up of the plant to portray the

various facilities aboard. Before the technical details of the

power plant machinery are given, a break-down of the ship's crew

into its various categories is in order. Each armv unit has a

Table of Organization, which lists the ratings of the personnel

a8signed and the tasks of each individual. In command of an army

floating power plant was a la jor, supposed to be the possessor

of a degree in both mechanical and electrical engineering. A Captair

designated the electrical engineer, was the executive officer and

two first lieutenants, one an electrical engineer and the other

a mechanical engineer, completed the officer component. The

author held the position of mechanical engineer on the RESISTANCE.

I'he operating personnel was divided into four shifts, each of

which consisted of a powerhouse engineer or shift foreman (who was

1 master sergeant), a switchboard operator, a turbine operator,
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a pump room operator, and two boiler operators. One maintenance

crew of machinists, steam fitter, and blacksmith was provided

for, and another maintenance crew of electricians was aboard.

I'he remainder of the crew was composed of a crew of deck hands

and administrative and mess personnel. The tahle of Organization

provided for a total of 59 men to operate the plant under full

productione



TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

TURBO-GENERATOR

The full load rating of the turbine 1s 30,000 kilowatts,

using steam at 815 psi. gage pressure and 900° F temperature; the

turbine exhausts to 1.5 inches of Hz absolute. Bullt by the

General Electric Company, the turbine operates at a speed of

3600 r.p.n. for 60 cycle operaticn. As previously noted, 1% has

been rebladed for 50 cycle operation as well as the standard 60

cycles so that it cen be used either in Zurcpe, the United States

or the Philippine Islands. At the lower freguency, the speed

and out-put are 50/¢0 of that at the standard frequencies, resulting

in 3000 r.p.m. and 25,000 K.iW. for these items resrectively. Stean

snters the steam chest through ten controlling valves operated

oy cans driven through the medium of a rack, which receives its

impulses from the hydraulic cylinder. Five of these valves

are located on the top of the turbine and five below, for a

symmetricel arrangement about the turbine steam chest. These

control valves open progressively as the turbine 1s started, becauce

of the arrangement of the cams, so that steam is admitted gradually.

Fig. 2 1s a longitudinal semi~-ssction of the turbine, which is

supplied by the manufacturer.

This 19 stage turbine is designed with four extraction stages,

atilizing the sixth, ninth, thirteenth and sixteenth stages for

his purpose. Three of these extraction points (the 9th, 13th

and 16th) are provided for feed water heating and one for

smergency use to drive the steam driven boiler feed pump. The

pressures of these extraction points are naturally dependent upon

he load the turbine is carrying, ovut at full load of 30,000 K.«W.
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sixth stage pressure is 275 psi.g, 9th is 170, 13th is 60 and

the sixteenth 1s atmospneric pressure. 4n Atwood-iorill air

operated valve is located in each of the steam extraction lines

as it emerges from the turbine casing. Ninth stage extraction

supplies the high pressure feedwater heater, contaminated evaporator

and the raw water evaporators; thirteenth stage, the deaerator;

and sixteenth stage steam is used in the shell of the low pressure

neater.

In the main superheated steam line, hefore it enters the

steam chests of the turbine, is the oil operated emercency stop

valve, with a steam strainer built into the head. The diagram

5&gt;f the turbine hydraulic control system (Fig. 3) shows exactly

how this valve fits into the system. Oil pressure of 120 vsi.z.

ls needed to force the valve stem upward against the coil spring;

he stop valve is open with the stem rising. Normal hydraulic

sressure produced by the twin turbine lubricating oil pumps 1s,

sowever, 150 psi.g. The following safety features are included

in the hvdraulic line leading to this valve: A vacuum trip valve

2 hand and solenoid trip valve,and an emergency automatic trip

valve. Loss of vacuum in the condenser closes the vacuum trip

valve so that oil pressure can not find its way te the hydraulic

cylinder of the emergency stop valve. The hand trip valve is for

periodical test of the stop valve to see that it 1s not stuck open

while the turbine 1s being started, as well as. when in normal

&gt;peration. Over speeding of the turbine (to 4000 PeD.M.) SETVeES

50 trip the emergency automatic trip valve so that it diverts

its suprly of oil to the drain instead of to the stop valve. With

any of these devices tripped, then, steam can not be admitted
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;0 the turbine. If the situation 1s more than a monentary

condition, steam pressure will build up in the bollers until

the safety valves on the superheaters open.

Turbine lubrication is adequately provided for, with

2 lube oll reservoir situated at the front of the turbine under

the main deck, extending down for a depth of eight feet. A vapor

extractor takes a suction from the lubricating cil tank to

remove the vapors from this closed vessel. Shaft mounted twin

worm wheel oll pumps provide the normal lubricating oll pressure

at 150 psi.g. The oil is used at this pressure in the hydraulic

system for operating the emergency stop valve and as the operating

medium in the main hydraulic operating cylinder of the turbine

sovernor. For bearing lubrication of the turbine and generator,

nowever, the oil pressure 1s reduced throuzh a valve to 25 psi.z.

Normal temperature of the oil returning from the bearings is 140° F:

it is then cooled by means of a shell and tube heat exchanger

down to 110° F. The cooling medium ef thls heat exchanger 1s fresh

water, which is, self, cooled in the lower pump room by the fresh

vater coolers.

The hydrogen seal oil system is closely linked with the

lubricating oll system: revlenishment of oll for the former system

somes from the turbine lube oil tenk, and in emergencies, the

-urbine oil pump can produce the oll pressure for the seal oil

system. C11 forms the inner seal at the bearings of the generator

so prevent hydrogen from escaping from the generator casing to the

atmosphere (for the hydrogen pressure is maintsined above atmospheric!

'he seal coil picks up some hydrogen and carries it on back to the

wvdrogen detraining tank, which is divided into three comrartments

‘the air detraining section, hydrogen detraining section and the



vacuum tank). A vacuum pump serves to produce a vacuum of 28

inches of mercury in the last named tank. After having entered

the vacuum tank as a fine spray, the seal oil is drawn out the

oottom to the hydrogen seal oll pump, pumped through &amp; seal oil

cooler, and returns to the generator to perform its sealing function

fresh water from the fresh water coolers in the lower pump room

21sec functions as the cooling fluid for this heat exchanger.

During plant shut downs and overseas passage of the barge,

the turning gear is operated to revolve the spindle at a speed

of 13 to 3 r.p.m. in order to insure maintdning an adequate

oll film, as well as to prevent deflection cf the shaft, as would

occur 1f it were to be left stationary. A turning gear oll pump

provides the oll pressure during this operation. When the turbine

is being started from a complete shut-down, the turning gear is

shut off automatically as its clutch is disengaged when the turbine

shaft speed exceeds 3 r.p.m. Lubrication continues from the

surning gear oil pump until its motor is shut off by hand. Mean-

vhile, steam 1s admitted to the turbine of a steam driven auxiliary

011 pump, also located in the turbine lubrication oll reservoir.

I'his pump provides the 150 psi. of oil pressure required to open

the emergency stop valve, as well as the 25 psi. oil for journal

lubrication of the turbine and generator. “hen the speed of the

main turbine rezsches 1500 r.p.m., the governor on the small turbine

of this auxiliary pump closes the supply of steam, as the twin

vorm wheel oil pumps,driven off the main shaft take over.

The main generator, built also by the General Electric Company,

ls rated at 37,500 K.V.A. at 0.80 power factor: thus, at 60 cvcle

 peretion normal full load output is 30,000 K.ii. In accordance



vith modern American generator design, hydrogen is used in the

generator casing to provide cooling for the windings and to reduce

vindage losses. Hydrogen cooled generators are not yet standard

practice in Europe, according to the engineers at the Belgian

power plant at which the RESISTANCE operated. Hydrogen is used

in the generator either at 2 pressure of 1% inches of water or

16 inches of water. At the higher pressure, up to 32,000 K.W.

can be generated. In sixty cvcle operation, generator output

to the switchbeocard at full load is 30,000 K.#. at 13800 volts,

at« speed of 3600 r.p.m.; for fiftv cycles, these figures are

In the five ti six ratic resultin~ In 25,000 K.W., 11,500 volts,

ang £.,C00 renem. ™ generator 1. nrotected by General Electric

" relays. Shoul? a short circuit occur between

any two of the three phases, the over current relay between these

“wo phases trips the of” circult breaker, thus taking the generator

I. J. © different”

off the line, and also activates the solenoid of the hand and

solenoid trip valve on the hydraulic line to the emergency ston

valve so that this valve will clecse. dith no load on the generator,

Lt would tend to over speed but for the fact that closing the

throttle valve cuts off the supply of steam to the turbine. The

diagram (Fig. 4) indicates quite clearly, the electrical connections

for this protecticn. Six current transformers, three I. J. D

1ifferential releys and an H. BE. A. multi contact relay are

actually the operating media installed. Further protection is

orovided for the freguency chanzers; for on the motor end of its

shaft is mounted an overspeed tripping device set to trip its

motor when the speed of the turbine exceeds 4000 r.p.m.. This

levice can be reset once the speed of the turbine 1s reduced to

ess than 4000 r.r.m., unless a short circuit exists in the station



line when the lockout relay keeps the overspeed device on the

frequency changer locked out. The malin generator ground relay

is also set up to trip the ¢il circult breaker in the same manner

as the main generator phase 1. 2, 3 over-current relays, as noted

oreviously.

CONDENSING EQUIPMENT

Hung from the turbine exhaust on either side of the boat is

3 standard Foster-iiheeler condenser, containing horizontal tubes

7/8 inch in diameter. The tubes are of arsenical Admiralty

containing about 0.03% of arsenic. Raw water, entering the system

at the fore end of the vessel, passes through the traveling screens

and thence into the 42 inch ducts on seach side of the plant to

she circulating water pumps; these pumps are located at the

inlet to the two condensers. The ducts again take off from the

discharge side of the condenser tubes, to carry the cooling water

rearward to be spilled overboard at the stern of the plant. Lach

2f these verticzl motor driven circulating pumps recuires flltered

vater for cooling its bearings. Two= speed motors are installed

for economical operation. During the cold seasons, the pumps

are supposed to be run at low speed, and in summer months, at

algher speed to supply more water at the higher temperature of

she river or ocean. Actually, however, sufficient cooling 1s ob-

tained with the pumps at low speed, even in the warm seasons.

An automatic Belfield contreller maintains a proper condensate

level in each of the two hotwells. Two condensate pumps, taking

condensate from each hotwell,are designed to prcduce the pressure

reeded to force the feedwater throush the low pressure hester, the



svaporator condenser and thence into the deaerator. A two stage

muilti- jet air ejector, with inter and after condensers, provides

she vacuum for each of the two main condensers; these ejectors3

are of 5 cubic ft. per minute of free air capacity. The driving

steam 1s taken off the main superheated steam line on the boiler

side of the emergency stop valve and is throttled to 300 pes.i. g.

for full load operation of the jets. A vacuum of 1.5" Hg. absolute

is obtainable with both ejectors in operation. The steam sides

of the two main condensers are connected, so that one ejector may

oe taken out of service for repair or cleaning while operation

&gt;f the plant continues. A salinity indicator cell is installed

In the condensate dlscharge lines from each group of two condensate

oumps; the salinity indicators are mounted on the turbine control

panel. The cell measures the conductivity of the condensate,

3o that with more chloride ions in solution, the condensate 1s a

setter conductor of electricitv. Thus, the amount of salt in the

condensate is determined; when a certaln amount is exceeded,

an annunciator alarm sounds. This fact indicates either a condensate

leakage or excessive carrv over in the steam to the turbine.

30ILER

The floating power plants are all equipped with two Babcock

« Wilcox marine express type bollers, designed for a high output

and maximum compactness. Steam is generated at 900 psi. gage

oressure and 900° F temperature at a rate of 170,000 IB3./HR. at

rated load for each boiler. The boilers are designed to burn

3ither furnace oil or natural gas, in order to explolt the advantages

)I' the area in which it mav be operating ( in oil producing regions,
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&gt;r where natural gas is inexpensive)

The radiant furnace is divided into two separate sections,

the superheatzsd and the saturated sides; reference to Fig. 5

(the drawing of the boiler) brings out pictorially, the relation

between the two furnace sections. The entire rear and front

walls of both sides are refractory surfaces; the outside wall

and roof of the superheated side are water wall surfaces. Steam

cenerated in these tubes returns to the steam drum of the boiler,

having emanated from the water wall header. This latter drum

receives its supply of water by means of down-comers from the

lower portion of the steam drum; these down-comers are 4" tubes,

located in the air space between the internal and exterior boiler

casings. By keeping these tubes relatively cool, proper direction

of steam and water flow is assured. It is the superheater that

actually divides the boilers into two furnaces. As pictured in

the sketch of the boiler, screen tubes on both sides of thse

superheater serve as a protection for 1t in order to lessen

the possibilityofburningout any of its tubes. These screen

tubes are generating tubes, extending from the water wall header

Jp into the steam drum. Down-comers located in the air space

between the boller casings supply the screen header with water

Prom the bottom of the steam drum. The main bank of steam

senerating tubes 1s located on the saturated side of the furnace.

heir source of supply 1s the water drum, which 1s much larger

than the water wall header or the screen header. The particular

operating advantage of a divided furnace of this type 1s the close

control of superheat or mein outlet steam temperature, obtained

oy varying the number of burners in operation on the superheated

sfide.



Thus, it can be seen that the boller, though having two

separate furnaces, is of single up-take. Baffles are installed,

as shown in the drawing, both to protect the superheater from direct

flame and to make certain that ll the burned gases in the super-

heated furnace do pass through the superheater, and not around

it. These gases then combine with those of the saturated furnace,

passing on up through the generating tubes. Just above the

generating tubes 1s installed the economizer, consisting of hortzonta

U-tubes emanating from four horizontal headers. Beyond the

gconomizer {n the path of the furnace gases. on their way to the

stack 1s the air preheater: this consists of straight tubes through

mich flow the combustion air in a single pass. The forced draft

fan discharges the air to the cir preheater at the front of the

20iler; emerging from the rear of the preheater, the air passes

downward at the back ¢~ the L "-» between the internal and external

casings, thence under the furnace floor between it and the tank

op of the barge, and finally up into the front boiler air space

0 the superheated and saturated wind boxes. With this design,

the air becomes preheated, It serves as an inswylation between

the boiler casings, and it cools the water in the down-comers so

“hat proper direction of water circulation is assured. The forced

draft fan is directly connected to a two-speed motor; the desizners

of the plant felt that for the purpose for which the power plants

vere to be used (emergency spasmodic operation),avariable tyve

of drive such as a slip coupling or a steam turbine drive would

not Justify their added expense. It was intended that the plant

oe operated at full load during emergencies, so a constant speed

notor would suffice since rated fan capacity would ordinarily be
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Jemanded. The fan 1s operated at the slower speed only during

she time when the boller is being placed into operation after a

shut down: the fan motor is switched on to high speed when the

steam flow reaches 75,000 LZ. per hour. Thus, the output of the

fan is controlled by dampers, rather than a variable speed drive:

there are inlet dampers on the suction side of the fan. In addition

an alr admission damper is mounted in the air space underneath

the furnace floor at the entrance to the superheated and to the

saturated furnaces. In this manner, closes control of the fuel-air

ratio to the two furnaces is maintained. All these three dampers

are operated by pneumatic-mechanical operators normally controlled

oy the Bailey Automatic Combustion Control; under manual control,

they are also operated from the control board with compressed sir

1s the Impulse-transmitting medium, but the impulses are originated

Hy hand rather than by a fuel-air rar’ controller. £4 fourth

Jamper, in the combustion air system, 1s mounted at the entrance

to the air preheater; this by-pass damper 1s operated by a hand

lever directly connected. At loads of 75.000 LB./HR. of steam

flow and below, this damper should be oven so that air by-passes

the air preheater, flowin~ Crectlv down the front of the boiler

to the wind boxes. Above tlils rate of steam flow, the by-pass

damper should be closed, so that the air preheater is utilized.

The temperature of the flue gases is relatively low when the boiler

ig being put into service; thus the cold air rushing through the

air preheater tubes would result ln some condensation of moisture

on the cutside of the tubes; most furnace oils have a sulfur content

so that sulfur would be deposited on the air preheater tubes. Thus,

sn the external tube surfaces sulfurous acid would be formed, which



vould eventually Zdestroy these tubes. There 1s one further type

&gt;f damper in the combustion air system; at each individual burner

is fitted an air register, which is hand operated to adjust for

the air requirements of its own Surner. The wind box pressure

varies with the main damper changes, so that but for these air

registers some of the burners would receive too much air and others

too little. The result would be smoky fires and inefficient com=-

oustion, with accompanying waste of fuel. The forced draft fan

draws its air supply both from the boiler room and from without

the ship as has previously been noted. The temperatures of these

two supplies of air sre greatly different in winter time; the out-
0

side air might be 15 F, while that in the boiler room is 110° F.

Voting this fact. firmly establishes the likelihood of moisture

sondensationintheair preheater if it is employed while starting

1p the boiler from a complete shut-down.

Feedwater proceeds from the economizer outlet through a check

valve to the steam drum, which it enters at the front. In order

to obtain equal distribution of the reatively cold feed water along

the length of the drum, the water passes into a tube which extends

nearly to the rearmost portion of the steam drum; distributed at

regular intervals along the top of this feeding tube are holes 3

inch in diameter, out of which the water is allowed to pass. Cyclone

steam separators are located on both sides above the drum, adove

the water line so as to provide completely dry steam both to the

superheaterandto the saturated auxiliary steam line. Chemicals

in sdution are admitted into the steam drum through a small line

2t the rear. The small positive displacement pump thet pumps the

chemical solutions into the drum can be also used to provide pressure

in hydrostatic tests of the boiler system. Each boiler and economizer



filled to normal steaming level, holds 21,300 LES. of water; at

a rate of 170,000 LBS. per hour steam flow, the water is completely

changed once in every 74 minutes.

In each of the two boller rooms. extending from the top deck

down to the main deck in front of the boiler, is a fuel oil

settling tank of 14.3C0 gallons capacity. Sludge in the fuel oil

is drained off the bottom of this tank and piped to the bilge

system. The se** “m~ tank 1s fitted with heating coclils, utilizing

the steam from the contaminated evaporator: +7 "1s heated

in these tanks predominantly for ease wae 2. -ro. nol for prehe~tins

The latter operation is provided ~— =r

511 heaters, contaminate” steam hnof--

“hr Mell and tube

» -~

J “moo ~h the tubes;

511 enters these heaters at S7°F and eme=~~ at 180° to 200°F.

slose control of the ¢?. temperature is obtainable by means of

recirculation lines; 0il heated to the proper temperature facilitates

combustion so that maximum utilization of the heat value of the

oil is realized. Two screw type fuel oil service pumps, receiving

sheir supply of oil from the positive head provided by the elevation

of the settling tank, discharge at 300 psi.g. pressure; only one

pump 1s required in service at one time. All the burners used

Por both the saturated and superheated furnaces are interchangeable:

2 small and a large size sprayer plate are inserted into the

ourner tip at low and high steaming rates respectively. The burner

shaft consists of concentric tubes through the inner of which

passes the heated fuel oil, while atomizing steam flows through

che outer. The atomizing steam comes from the 900/450 psi.g.

reducing valve station and through supplemental reducing valves

50 the atomizing steam header of each boiler; thus this steam

smanates directly from the steam drum of the boiler, and is from
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an entirely separate system from the contaminated steam used

in heating the oll. B. &amp; w. recommends that atomizing stean be

used for 2ll boiler loads up to 100,000 LB./dr. steam flow; at

zreater loads the higher furnace temperature eliminates the need

for atomization of the fuel oil by steam. There are three burners

on the saturated side and six at the suvmerheat~i furnace; at normal

operation of the boiler (150,000 L3./HR.) it is necessary to

place only two burners and five burners into operation respectively

in the two furnaces.

Starting a boiler um from a cold shut-down, the operator has

no contaminated steam with which to heat the oil in the settling

tank and in the fuel oil heaters; for the contaminated steam is

itself generated bv means of either steam off the saturated auxiliary

line from the steam drum or off the 9th stage turbine extraction

line. Hence, the boiler must be lighted off with the lighter

diesel oll; this higher grade fuel has a lower flash point than

Bunker C (or other low grade furnace oil ordinarily burned in the

boilers). One burner is fired on the saturated side with diesel

011 until sufficient steam is generated to place the contaminated

svaporatcr into service. At this point, the boiler is secured

and lighted off once again with heated fuel oil, utilizing atomizing

steam and the small sprsyer nlate.

The superheater, which is the ccnvection type, such that the

Flame can't "see™ the superheater tubes, as previously noted,

divides the boiler furnace into two sections. Two 5 inch lines

take off from the steam space in the top of the steam drum with

saturated steam that has passed through the cyclone steam separators

and scrubbers. The three vertical superheater headers are located
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in the aft end of the boiler; both &amp; inch saturated steam lines

snter the top half of the same he«der. The U=-tubes that comprise

the superheater proper extend horizontally to the boiler front,

returning again to the vertical headers. The cutlet header is

merely the bottom half of the inlet header, which is divided by

2 diaphragm with a small hole in it for dresining purposes. The

other two superheater headers, not being divided, have a continuous

steam space. The hand hole nlates in these headers are not

screwed on as are the hand hole plates of the other boller headers

out they are welded securely. lihen the boiler 1s being brought

up to pressure, the superheated furnace 1s nct lighted off until

a sufficient flow through the superheater is established to assures

transferring the heat lest the tubes burn out. @ith the turbine

smergency stop valve clcsed, the flow is provided by a 3/4 inch

circulating line exhausting to atmosphere. The minimum flow

through the superheater tubes before the first burner cf the

suvrerheater furnace should be lighted is 19.000 LH/HR.; likewise,

the temperature of this vented steam after the superheater fires

are burning should not be allowed to exceed [7 .70r,

gach boiler 1s provided with nine low pressure Diamond soot

slowers and two high pressure 1.9%. blowers. The chain, ratchet

operated type, low pressure blowers, are suprlied steam from

the 900/450 psi.g. pressure reducing station of the auxiliary

saturated steam line. These blowers serve to clean the tubes

of the superheater, generating tubes on the saturated side,

accnomizer and air preheater. The two high pressure blowers,

valve operated, receive saturated steam zt 900 psi.z. from the

quxiliery steam line; these soot blowers are mounted on the roof



of the superheated furnace, their function being to clean the

steam generating tubes which comprise the water wall.

PUMP ROOM EgUIPMENT

I'he largest item of equipment in the pump room is the deaerator:

this is an open type feedwater heater, the main task cof which is

tO assure oxygen free feedwater for the boiler system = the upper

limit for oxygen in the feedwater 1s 0.003 ml. ner liter. Hori-

zontal trays are the only items inside; water enters at the top

and cascades over the trevs, as it is permeated by the steam.

At full load on the turbine, the normal deaerator pressure is 40

psi.g.; at lower lcads, the pressure 1s correspondingly less.

ieating steam can be supvlied from the 9th or the 13th stage of

the turbine, though 13th stage extraction steam 1s normally utilized.

All drip and trapped condensate eventually find their way back

50 the deaerstor, after having been collected in the drip tank.

The deaerator 1s mounted high in the pump room to provide a high

positive statip head to the inlets of the poliler feed pumps.

Three main six-stage feed pumps are provided, located in a pit

at the level of the bottom of barge; two pumps are recuired in

operation when both boilers are steaming at or near full load

generation. Two of the pumps are electric motor driven, and the

third (reserved as a standby) is driven by a 361BP turbine. To

drive this latter pump, steam is obtained either from the 6th stage

sxtraction of the main turbine, or from the 450/275 psi.g. pressure

reducing station in the auxiliary steam line from the boiler.

recirculation controllers are provided on each of these three pumps

‘or the purvose of maintaining a constant flow of water through



the pumps. In any situation in which the boiler feed regulators

vould close completely, there would be nc water flow throucsh the

pumps. If this condition were permitted to exist for even =

short dureticn of time, serious damage would be incurred by the

impeller wearing rings and interstage bushings within the pumps.

For the protection, then, of the pumps, the recirculation controllers

are designed to open automatically with the ascension of the boiler

feed pressure and the reduction of flow from normal, as would result

if the feedwater regulators on the boilers closed. ‘hen this

condition is corrected, the recirculation controllers close

automatically. In addition, venting lines sare provided on the

pumps, for the release of all non-condensible gases and sir

which might not have been detrained in the deszerator; these vents

lead back to the steam space in the deaerator. One other boiler

feed pump is provided = a starting boiler feed pump. When the

ooller is being put into operation, the pressure in the steam

drum is low, and the water demand bv the boiler is limited

to the small amount of steam generated and passing out to atmospheres

through the superheater circulating line; it would be uneconomical

0 run one of the main boiler feed pumps; in addition, excess

power would be demanded of the diesel engines, used in starting.

I'he starting boller feed pump, then, is emvnloved until the boiler

steam drum pressure reaches 350-400 psi.g., for its pressure rating

is 450 psi.ce.

Cn either side of the deserator in the pump room, but at the

main deck level are the twc evaporators to provide for make-up

to the boiler feed system; the losses for which make-up 1s needed

are blowdowns from the boiler, soot blowing steam, atomizing steam,
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losses from drains not piped to the drip tank, and losses from

she saturated auxiliary steam system, that cannot be recovered.

Piping arrangements provide for steam supply elther from the 9th

or 13th stage of the turbine, or from the 275/150 psi.g. reducing

station of the auxiliary steam line; normally, however, 9th stage

sxtraction steam is used. Operation of the evaporator is

automatically controlled by the water level in the deaerator.

fhen the water level in the deaerator drops below normal (indicating

chat make-up 1s required in the feedwater system), the valve

on the steam supply line. to the evaporatoriscausedto open

by Fisher pneumatic controls: the evaporator will continue to

operate until the prover water level is reestablished in the

Jeaerator. The vanor generated passes through an 8" vapor line

to the shell of the evanorator condenser. where it gives up its

latent heat to the boiler feedwater upon condensing. This con=

lensed make-up is then piped either to the shell of the low pressure

neater or to the het well. The condensed 9th stage steam emanating

from the evaporator colls is piped directly into the deaerator.

Yor each evaporator, there is installed. a feed heater whereby. the

continuous surface blowdown from the evaporator is employed to

heat the raw water entering the evaporator shell.

The evaporator condenser 1s also located in the pump room:

it, like the low and high pressure heaters, is a vertically mounted

shell and tube heat exchanger, in which the heating medium is

on the shell side. Except for belng in different places in the

feedwater cycle, all these heaters function similarly, serving

0 elevate the temnerature of the boiler feedwater as it passes

hrough the tubes of the heaters. The low nressure heater shell



is supplied by 16th stage extraction steam and condensate from

the evaporator condenser; this drain from the shell of the low

pressure heater is pumped right into the boiler feedwater line

just as 1t emerge: from the tubes of the heater. Operation of

the evaporator condenser,wherein. it is supplied by the 8 inch

vapc™ line from the evaporator,has been mentioned. The high

pressure heater. located in the turbine room as is the low pressure

heater. 1. sunmnlied with 9th stage steam; this steam when con-

densed passes right back to the deaerator - no pump being

necessary because cf the hich differential of pressure between

the high pressure heater and the deserator. Fig. 8, a flow

diagram depictin,s the complste cvcle shows the piping arrangements

of the various parts of the svitem.

The two contaminated evaporators (Reilly type), used for

generating steam in a system completely isolated from the main

ooller system, stand vertically in the pump room. A svstenm separate

from the main steam was deemed advisable, lest, throuch a leak in

the heating coils in one of the oil tanks, oil enter the boiler

steam system, a fact that would result in priming in the steam

drum with attendant carry-over. Each of these evaporators has

a production capacity of 2500 LB. per hour of vapor, generated

at 60 psi.g., when supclied with steam to the coils at 170 psil.g.

and feedwater at 180°F. Steam is norwally supplied to the coils

‘rom the ninth stage extraction, the diaphragm on the inlet valve

on this line being controlled by the shell pressure, to maintain

vapor at 60 psi.ge The auxiliary saturated steam line is also

biped to the contaminated evaporators, coming from the 275/150

0si. Heducing valve. Sut one evaporator is reguired in use at



a glven time. Condensate from the coils is piped back to the

deaerator by way of steam traps. The entire schematic diagram

of the contaminated evaporator system is presented in fig. 6.

In the upper level of the purp room, just fore of the deaerator

are the two 300 K.W. diesel driven generators, manufactured by

she General Electric Company. These units are used for standby

power and for starting up the plant. Each diesel is an Ingersoll-

land, © cylinder engine, requiring 180 psi. alr pressure in order

to start it. The main bus and switchgear diagram (fig. 7) shows

just how the generators are tied into the station bus system.

here is a starbcard and a port feeder, each of which extends

the length of the ship, supplying the electric driven auxiliaries.

Diesel generator No. 1 ties in directly (by an air circuit breaker

located in the switchwear room) to the vort feeder: No. 2 diesel

supplies the starboard feeder. The port and starboard feeders

are connected in the switch gear room by a bus tie (an air circuit

oreaker) so that when only small house loads are necessary (such

as during overseas passage of the plant) one diesel can be used

to supply power for both feeders. The port feeder supplies

the No. 1 boiler feed pump and the forced draft fan in No. 1 boiler

room; the starboard feeder supplies No. 2 pump and fan. Though

Joth boilers may be started simultaneously, ordinarily one will

06 started at a time. In either instance, both diesels sre run,

and with the bus tie closed. Once the turbine is up to full speed,

driven by saturated steam, one of the transformers can be synchronized

#1th the two diesels, running in varallel. If No. 1 boller was

che only boiler in service, the No. 1 transformer would be the

ne to De paralleled with the house load. Ab this noint, the bus
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" transformer supplies the port feeder,

znd No. 2 diesel supplies the starboard feeder. The bus tie

tie iz opened so that No,

and the two auxiliary transformers A.C.B.'s have an interlock

system, wherein. there are two keys for three air clrcult breakers.

Thus, transformer No. 2 cannot be paralleled with No. 1 transformer

(for the bus tie 1s kept open), but must necessarily be paralleled

vith No. 2 diesel generator only. During normal plant operation,

then, each brans former supplies 1ts feeder, with the bus tie open.

These auxilisry transformers step the senerated voltage down to

440 volts, which is that employed in the auxiliaries. Lighting

transformers arc “ocated throughout the plant for 110 volts, used

In the lights and smc: motors.

The main bu. ©7 switch-ges™

ov means of a ¢» 7° Jdlagrar. the main electrical connections

of the main bus as well as of the station bus. As noted previously

the oil circuit breaker is set fo open upon impulse of the over-

current relays. Generator surge protective arrestors are connected

on the generator side of the main transformer, and lightning arrestor:

on the shore side. The main AY. wound Westinghouse 37,500 K.V.A.

transformer has several steps that can be utilized; maximum stepping

up of the voltage 1s 10 to 1 so that 138,000 volts is obtainable.

"his transformeriscooledbyoil, which, in turn, is cooled by

means of the fresh water system.

As a summary of the plant description, an over-all flow

diagram (Fig. 8) 1s included, inter-relating the main items of

squipment in the steam cycle. The following 1s the main feedwater

cvele, that can be traced on Pig. 8. Satursted steam frcm the

cyclone separators in the steam drum nasses through the superheaters



50 the stop valve, to the turbine steam chest, does work in the

turbine, and is exhausted to the condensers. As feedwater, it

is pumped by means of the condensate pumps through the low pressures

heater, then through the evaporator condenser, and into the

deaerater. The main boiler feed pumps draw their suction from

the deaerator, and pump the feedwater through the high pressure

heater, the economizer, and back into the steam drum.



SPEEATTON PRCCHLURE

All the main items of equipment aboard a floating power plant

nave now been described in relatively brief fashion. Aan equally

orief description of the main noints to be considered will now be

presented concerning the starting up of the plant from complete

idleness. In this concition, with no power whatsoever aboard

(except in the 6C ¢ °° battery, which serve to supply a few emer-

gency lights), the starting vnoint is the gasoline engine driven

alr compressor. This two cylinder engine must be started to ob-

fain a supply of 180 psi. comnressed air sine the diesel eng ines

start as air motors. One of the two diesel- can then be started,

amd cut In to supnly the hous “oad. Both of the electric driven

air compressors are then run; tie high pressurs compressor will

supply the air for starting t- thr diesel and the low pressure

comnressor will sumnlv that! » 7 roth er deg mmeunmatic con-

trols, upon which the - 7 = Tar vdent.

At thie voisntv. th © ©
a Le ww

oT "iochted off,

for the forced draft =m me- = I run at ~~ -merd and the starting

&gt;oiler feed nump put into overation. wviesel oil will be burned

in the boiler, all the while onersting the eocuipment on manual

control (thoush low pressure air is necessary for remote control)

ts saturated steam becomes avallsble, it is sdnitted to one

contaminated evavorator and to one main evaporator. In the turbine,

steam can be admitted to the hich pressure packing, and cooling



water both to the high and low pressure packings. Both condensers

are at this time placed into service, while bringing the vacuum

1m to 10 tc 17 inches He. The turbine can be starte® » line,

utilizing the saturated steam iin the main line one the pressure

reaches 250 psi. When full speed of 3000 r.p.m. 3° 3*~-ined,

she switchboard oneraetor puts the turbine on house load, shuttine

jowm the diesels The boiler 1s now carryine the station load on

saturated steam,

W“eanwhile the boller operator has transferred to burning

heavy fuel oil, heated by the steam generated in the contaminated

evaporator, and inserted a large size enraver =1=%+. ip the one

burner he is using on the saturated side. 4 mai (sleectric

driven) boiler feed pump is cut in from the boiler control panel

and the starting boiler feed pump shut down when the pressure in

the steam drum has reached 350 nsi.c. Once a steam flow of

20,000 1b. rer hour has been attained, one burner on the suner-

neated furnace mey be lishted off. The temperature and pressure

mey then be brousght up to rated conditions of 900° Fand 900 DSI.

oy regulating the rate of firing at esch furmece, by means of

varying the oll pressure and the number of burners. An elternate

method, of equally zood practice, is to bring the boiler pressure

1p to line condition of 900 psi.z. before lishting off the super-

reated side--then increasine the temmerature to 900° TF.

As soon as extraction steam is available, the nump room

operator utilizes it in the evaporator, deaerator, and contaminated

svaporator in nlace of saturated steam from the auxiliary line.

"Me turbine operator admits the extraction steam to the high and
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low pressure heaters. Closing the field switch on the main

zenerator automatically starts the motor of the frecuency changer:

this procedure is accomnnlished by the switchboard operator at the

point when the turbine is readv to take on house load. with the

boiler at rated conditions, the nhasing out overation is all that

Ls LOCO RINT before tying the main generator on to the line at

shore. ‘this short operational account has attempted to correlate

the functional interrelationshins of the machinerv aboard the

floating power plant.
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OPERATION UIFPFICULTIES

buring normal operation of any steam power plant, difficulties

are bound to occur periodically, such as leaking valves, steean

lines. burned out prot-heads, burned out electric coils, jammed

soot blowers, tubes to be rolled, zroaunds in the vu. C. staticn

system, in addition to normal wearing out of verious items of

sguimment. ‘he operation aboard the HESISTANCE included the se

ninor shortcomings, but they are worth no more importance than

mentioning. A few of the more interesting and more serious traibles

encountered, however, will be described,9



Le WISH IN [HE CONUBISERS

the first problem to be touched unon is that wherein we had

fish in the condensers. wuring the snring of 1945, it wes found

that the pressure of the circulating water entering both conaen-

sers was building up to an abnormally high value (wp to 11 or 12

nsi.g.); normal discharge nressure from the circulating nunos

which are alwavs run at low speed. even © 73% 7~313 on the

turbine) is Z t-

nf laree capaci*r and low head. Comseruentlv, when “15 condition

vas first noticed. one condenser was taken out + service and its

water box was onen~  “Hyr investies-tion: es 7, &gt; he 7/8" diameter

tubes wes fund t °° logged with thre. »~ © = small fish.

here was 1. re "1rmer L that time b0 °° remove the fish, close

the wr + 7 ¢ 1. pleec tha” condensers 705% into service--then

Tel gh waz taken from

zach conden”

the season ff ~-"~-7

oT fh seat en hox, It was ~*dent that this was

© ~*~ te thrive in the Zscaut River; the

engineers in th

for about two and « ¥ 7 wee

The traveling screens in the screen well. obviously, were

Toteame samt =1gntstatedthatthefishwouldrun

not of sufficiently fine mesh to keep these fish out of the 42"

ducts. The maintenance crew was therefore assigned the task of

replacing the screens in the three traveline screens with as fine

nesh replacements as were obtainable. The welder fastened thin

steel nlates to cover anv areas where the water micht find its

nay vast the sereens without going through. The time and energy



‘exrense is not of primarv concern in the army) expended in the se

3lterations were, nevertheless, entirelv futile, The fish con=-

tinued to find their wav into the tubes of the cordensers: in

addition, thev nluzeed the tubes of the two fresh water coolers

‘which are constructed such that the raw weter nasses throuch

7/8" tubes, also, with the fresh water in the shell), For the

next two weeks, therefore, the turbine oncrstor had to een his

sve on the inlet circulatin~ water pressure at the condensers:

when this pressure reached10nsi.c,, cleaning ornerations cormerced

The nlent was able to orverate with but one fish cleaning job ner

dav in each condenser. and one cleanines °° ‘ne fresh water cooler

(for normal oreratjon requires but ore Top) The usual three

barrels of f*sh from the c densers wer Qumn.~ overdosrd #lono

#ith one half be~rel from tho

condensers, it micht be =247ed wa: ome

vere called unon + ~~ furme 1.Soa '

assistine in vMis  0D ame” C7 ~ore, The situatior, as noted

above, was temnorarv and ceased to nlacgue the plant's oneration

when the fish had had their run,
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2. CAVITATION OF BCILER rub rULES

Another item of concern in the operation of the nlant was the

nreventing of cavitation in the boiler feed pumns. If allowed to

continue for any leneth of tine, the erosion effect of cavitation

vill cause ranid destruction of the imveller, with attendent drop

in efficiency, and increase of vibration and noise. ‘he conditions

under which the HISISTANCE onersasted were rather conducive to pos-

sible cavitation in the vpumns. Yhe German Vv-1 and V-2 bombs were

falling freouently in the Antwerp area dur ine the early months of

1945, A hit or near miss to 2 trensmission line anywhere in the

zrid systeri was enourch to ceuse a loss of balence in the nhase cur-

rents in our system, so that the overcurrent relays would open the

J.C.B. and close the emergencv stop valve. ‘his ccniition, or ever

a sudacn dron I” part cf the load, resulted in Cen 1.0 pressure

of th 12th s* a0 extraction steam supnlyine t-- 7 -~zretor. ‘here

is # pressu~ controlled valve on the 2th gte~

line to the deaerstor that is adjust ° cpen when ha pressure

in the deaerator drops below &amp; et "iv w.lue, Hut “&gt;&gt;r a comnlete

loss of load the nressure of the © = gte~r steam w=" ma too low.

I'he result is that the water al the his “assert ~~ temmerature

would then f1-:7 ~° ateam bv reason cf °° np end the

fact that it ° - - line+N fhe ho  qa  Tine to the

oricinal nressure, The boiler feed pumps t¥rm ~en-wme vanor bound

and the noise of cavitation is evident. The numn onerator has to

he ever watchful of the deserator nressure, for he des have 2
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nanual means of keeping the pressure up when such en emergency

oeceurs, In the aft end of the deaerator a steam line from the

270/150 nsi. pressure reducing valve enters. The ovnerator can

run over and open the hand onerated valve to let the auxiliary

steam enter the deaerstor, thereby keeping the pressure up. This

steam is certain to be up to pressure, for it comes from the

saturated steam line richt off the top c¢f the st~am drum,

Chere was anct™» - Session, which

 cf teTdon in the T

-

Zhvious, that

“os. When the

m was sent through

resulted in potent?

main evaporator had to werk hard rnuch me»

the 8™ vapor line to be condensed in the eve~-—-tor condenser in

order to provide make-up for the boiler. The boiler condensate,

massing through the evaporator condenser, thus picked up more

heat and thereby resulted in an increase in the tempersture of

the water in the deaerator. Iiormally, the water in the deaerator

is just about at the boiling point for the pressure inside, for

the nrincinle of the deaerator 1s based on the fact that oxygen

is least soluble in water at its boiling point (for every nressure)

Therefore a sliszsht increase in the water temnerature resulted in

its flashing into steam, with the accompanying cavitation. The

undp room operator wes oblired to pay close attention to the

bemperature of the feedwater leaving the evaporator condenser for

this reason. If this temverature became too high, his recourse

vas tC by pass some of the feedwater around the evaporator con-

denser bv cracking the by-pass valves. These specific points were

10t obvious et first; the fact of cavitation had to be traced

pack to possible causes, the most likely of which were those men=-

tioned. ‘Ihe deductions were verified when the preventive measures

Jere taken.
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3, TURES EATEN AWAY BY SULFUROUS ACID

Trouble wes encountered in the economizer tubes of number ]

soiler, which proved to be of very great inconvenience. The

first indication of anv disturbance was the arnvearance of water

leakire out of the boiler casing at the water drum; the boiler

vas secured immediatelv in order to investirsaste, Upon the onenine

of the boiler casine at this voint, a flow of water rusted out

and onto the deck,

BOILER CASING

L-

oe
The sketch above shows where the zccumulation of water was

stored; a high water mark on the stean cenerating tubes verified

che fact. Ixemination of the surfaces of the one inch steam

renerating tr ~Mowed that some of the tubes were pitted with

smell holes .~- —°° 7 = disintecrated, at the portions below

the weter line,

the water did han =~ %Jo be there; the high water mark showed 1it

to be 1% ft. above the trough of the casing.

mr was no indication at that noint just how

Those tubes with holes in them and also those that were sc

ceten away that failure seemed imminent were cut out by means of

an oxv=-acetyvline torch. A stub about 3" long was left of each

tube where it entered the water drum and the steam drum, lest
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jamege occur to these drums bv cetting intense heat todclose to

then. T- "7 fourteen steam cenerstine tubes were cut out; this

is bo ci hlr fraction © the *+w ns “her thousand one inch

steer or wo de «a BNtne 1 1 &amp; Stee” oe wrra hammered into

the tube © 7 w =.= r=" 2 “33t? ~*med removing the

cyclone steem da) my a -- - am

~ +e gheam rum to cet at

the steam erm “Yn rescer gh  enter the drum.

After t+ 0 oo "i tubes wo “Theeed, « hydrostatic test

showed leakase from the economizer. It was very difficult to

tell just which tubes were leskinc, even after the side panel at

she econonizer was removed, for the leak arpeared to be behind

several tubes toward the interior. It was finally decided that

2 certain few tubes were runtured; water vnressure was anrnplied to

ne of these tubes where it entered one economizer header and its

antrance to the other econémizer header (et the other end of the

U) was plurred. In this manner dripping of water was detected in

three tubes. Nach of these tubes was then nlugced at its entrance

to each of two economizer headers, so thet each U-tube was plugged

»ff.

Further hvdrostatic nressure test on the boi ler resulted in

continued dripping. Two more economizer tubes were found to he

ruptured and were nluered as in the other instances. Another

hydrostetic test on the boiler brought continued drippings, but

2 water mressure test, tube by tube with one end nluggced, indicated

that no more tubes were runtured. It seemed that the headers

must be leaking throuzh the plugs and on out throush the holes in

the bad tubes. It was very difficult to get the nluss into the



aconcmizer tubes, working through the handholes in the small

neaders; nluegging tubes in the steam and water drums had been 3

much easier task fo~ ont f+ 7245 00% richt inside these drums.

Tn order to ste 4° n Ai Torn rer
ny; +h=ourh the nlugs. each was

velded electrically sou that beads 0° weld metal covered the nlug

snd the adjacent erea of the interior of the economizer headers,

Jontinued hvdrostatic tests and repeated leyers of welding even-

tually resulted in making the boiler tizht for 1100 nsi.

With number 1 boiler still down, the air preheater tubes

mere exaniined to find how they had fared in the ordeal, It is

rossible to see only the ton layer of tubes, because of the com-

nact arrangement of the marine boiler. Seversl of the air tubes

in the tor row were found with rather larece holes in them along

their lensths; there 1s no tellin~ how many tubes are eaten away

in the many layers below the ton. Nevertheless, strins of tin

mere used to patch the holes in the ton tubes, as a rather feeble

resture to remedy the situation.

The specific troubles and how thev were handled have now

ceen mentioned; the following matter seeks to give an exnlanstion

for the failures. It is nresunnosed that the first rupture

bcecurred in the economizer. It could be thet sludee (Cag(F04)s)

leposited in the economizer tubes, as the slizht amount of NaoHFOy 2 4

ected with the impurities of the water. This soft sludee cou ld

rasult in preventing heat transfer throush the tubes from the

ot ges to the water, so that the tube would be burned out. This

explanation is unlikely, however, since examination of the
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sconomizer tubes indicated there was no sludze,

.more plausible explanation is that a boiler operator, be-

soning imnatient while bringing a boiler un to rressure from a

201d condition, perhans admitted hot feedwater to the relatively

201d economizer at tco rapid a rate. The operators had been

reveatedly warned against this practice with the hone that ad-

nonition would be of value, Such practice by an onerator would

cause strains in the tubes so that they would fall at their

weakest voints. Assumine this theory to be true, one can easily

visualize the leakage of water building up a pool between the
*

water drum and the boiler casing (just below the economizer).

AIR PREHEATER

ge

STEAM DumCR ECONOMIZER

Iommi

AAARATER LA

Reference to the above sketch indicates the physical arrange-

ment, No doubt some of the pool evavorated, but the nool was

maintained liocuid, as it was somewhat cooled by the out side panel

of the boiler. The fuel oil that was burned in the boiler was

relatively high in sulfur content. Without doubt, sulfur nar-

ticles were dissolved in the pool of water at the water drum so

that 1t was in effect a solution of sulfurous acid. Continuous

contact with the thin generating tubes could only mean that they

would eventually be eaten away, such as examination proved. This

theorv, then, very easily explains the failure of the generating

cubes,
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some of the sulfur particles would, of course, pass up with

the furnace gases and the vapor from the pool of water. This

vapor would tend to condense as 1t came into contact with the

relatively cold air heater tubes. This is the same situation

outlined previously in describing the by-pass damper of the air

preheater, except that with a nool of water avallable to supply

2 much greater quantity of water vapor to the furnace gases (than

the moisture in the fuel and air), the condition for condensation

on the outside of the air heater tubes is more favorzsble. Again,

sulfur particles dissolving in this condensed vapor produce sul-

furous acid. Daoubtlessly, it wes this acid attack that produced

che holes in the air preheater tubes.

With all the repairs accomplished !” . steam generating tubes

and 5 economizer tubes plugged) and with the innumerable holes

in the air preheater tubes, no mernna=~'""1 drop in boiler efficiency

occurred after the boller wes nlsa=d **~ rneration esgain. In

fact, the leakin~ air preheater tubes did not cause a decrease in

air flow that would cause the boiler to he required to teke a

lower load. Throughout our oneration of the plant, number 1

&gt;oller was always capable of carrying a greater load than number 2

boiler (even after this trouble). It seemed that number 2 boiler

could not get enough air, for it wauld smoke with a load of over

150,000 1b. per hour steam flow.
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+, CARBON PILHS

very time each of the »ollers was opened for its periodic

cleaning end inspection, there waald be found on the furnace

floor of both furnaces (superheated and saturated) a pile of

carbon about two feet before the burners. Piles up to 8" hizh

and 15%" lone were not uncommon. In addition, carbon deposits

were found on the screen tubes in both the saturated and super-

heated furnaces; and in the superheated furnace there was always

an accumulation of carbon hanging from the studded water tube

ceiling. Although the Babcock &amp; Wilcox Co. recommends that

atomizing steam is unnecessary with loads above 100,000 lbs. rer

nour steam flow, exneriments were tried using atomizing steam

at the normal oneration loads of the boilers: it was anticinated

shat mare cannlete combustion misht be obtainable with steam to

assist atomization, Nevertheless, the accumulations of carbon

ner sisted recardless of the etomizinge steam: the bol ler merely

hecame more expensive to operate, as the atomizines steam was

vasted. The boilers were watched carefully to see that they got

sufficient air and did not smbke at their stacks. This problem

was not solved in our operation of the plant; it did not prove

troublesome, however, since the exrense of a little extra fuel

11d not bother the Army in its Lend-Lease program--for the fuel

711 was obtained from the British Army.
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BS CATRY OVER INTO THE SUTHRHEAYTER

The main difficultv encountered, the one that terminated

our operation of the =»lant, was the result of feedwater treat-

ment; therefore, this “has

cefore the failure ~

Laboratories. Inc

~lant oneration will be discussed

The serrfarag © Pha Fall

~=~-urs’ and retained

maer contrac’ ° -rnment to tt for establish

ing the proce tema? TT deqq nes
ir 1 r TT eontrol of the boiler

vater of al™ tr ©-e- natine pow-~ T-1ts This concern sneci-

fied the water an: ~~e~ ~~. he made, the concentrations of various

substances to Pe mintained or limited in the boiler, end the

nethod of treatment.

vater samnhles were "og br Srawn ~-riodical)v from each of the

vater drums. from thr condensate to the " w nregsure heater and

From the deaerator. en

in service, Limit =

-
 wea

T "rom +t oe» 77 © +hg evaporator

- — - ~m +a e~neentretinnag to be

maintained in the watec— ~ Ce= wvevwinna gtet ions. ‘the boiler

vater was anslvee? fc» nhaenhate concentration, alkalinity,

~hloride. and em1fide. The coridensate obtained at the low

pressure heater was tested for chloride and hardness. The feed-

water at the deaerator was checked for alkslinity, nhosnhate,

and oxveen content.

lhe main treatment of the boiler water snecified by the Hell

Laboretories was the phosnhate treatment, whereln = di-sodium

rhosnhate 1s added to the water to precinitate the calcium and

nacne sium carbonates and sulfates in the form of a sludre that
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can be blown off. Ul-sodium nrhosvhate was recommended in nrefer-

ence to tri-sodium rhosnhate, for the

alkalinity in t+ ° “Ter. Uhe Ffi-sodium nhosphate is injected

directly intr *°

Hills kictan~

Tu sn by means of two

 0 Ter Tacement tyne,

“t+ rinedihe 1 m*+-

vere nlace  3d when

Che cone -~=". . ~~

chloride cone “nm.: it wes renommended

that some chle °° ty the * 7a» gg g sort

»f hindrance to +h - omens ee cmt Tt lement that

conceivably could crecur ©

centration mi~ht build un. Lxeces

»1~wine down the boiler, In the ev

q
“Aa ~ TY teinity con-

at - "was handled hv

 oF low Tkalinity, sodiur

hwdroxide was available to increase the rom, of alkalinitv. In

case the deaerator micht he unable to remove sll the oxveen from

the feedwater, sodium sulfide was to be added to the boiler water

0 handle the oxveen,

the condensate from the condensers was checked for chlorides

ind herdness to ascertain that there was no leaskare in the con-

lensers., A rise in the coticentretions of thega items wala

'‘rdicste contenmination of the condensate, with a leakv condenser

deing the rost likelv source of the trouble. the Rabeoelk &amp;

7ilcox boiler book recormends limiting the total solids in the

noiler to a maximurh of 1700 ppm. (this includes &amp; chloride ion

concentration of £00 npm.). The usual practice aboesrd the plant



was to run with total solids between 400 and €00 »nm,, which is

shtaeinable bv adhering to the Hall erecificstions.

The water in the ah © the cvanorater was tested to

Jeterm?rethe nurher oo” ceomesntrat’onsofchloride ‘mn order that

the rv mer gamount Toa semester Hhlow down could be effected to

preve™t carr over in the event the chloride concentration be-

rome too hich.

9111 TI eborertrories recommended testing the feedwater at the

leaerator for phosnhete in order thet a g1*~»t nhos~hete concen-

ration nicht 7 maintained, From ess weter drum of the haoilers

there 98 a r» “latins line back to th inesTageratory these lin

sre installed for the rurnose of getting nhosnhaete into the

veter in the deaeratar. By =2djustinge the valves, the nroner

sanmount of phosvhate can be maintained in the deaserator; likewlse.

the alkalinity in the feedwater is controlled bv the sare method,

In addition, the concentrations of a1] substances in the two

b0ilers can be ecualized by recguletine the flow throush these twc

recirculetine lines, If broiler number 1 is lower in alkalinitv

snd nheosnhate than number 2, the flow throush the recirculation

line of the latter can be increased and through the former, de-

cre sed to effect eocuslity of concentrations. The oxveen content

in the feedwater in the deserotor wises reriodically checked by

neans of the wirkler test. It was advised to keep the oxyren

content of the feedwater less than 0.003 c.c, rer liter; increas-

ine the ventine of the deasrator by opening the valve in the

venting line is the nrocedure for mairtalinine the limiv on

oxveen, At no time during the oneretion of the plent was there

aver anv indication of oxveen in the feedwater. The chenist of



the Interescayt Plant mede tests by methods other than t he

Winkler test, and he likewise obtained a value of zero as the

oxyeen content. In addition, this chemist was engaged to

make indevendent analyses of the other chemical concentrations.

3s r+ check to those made aboard the shin; very good comparisons

ware Obteine?

The ahevw m= Femme then Cal.
iNwee feedwater treatment

adhered tc &lt;r -vd + Tesistanc-

Tanuary 107 +- 7°

TY "was onerated from

-

feedwater

troubles, Then ws" eM emt 1 wy wv

number 2. boiler

ruptured som¢« Br  en Ty 1 +h mer~o-  —~ Coo Txre wil ERAN

Mme half hour the other Te algo blew oo de 1 A

wv A ~ftram was

lssuing profuselv from bh”

the nlant has not been 2

» stsecks., At tT “Tre cen T, writing s

r~eration since: Ww 's under going

repairs at Portsmouth, New Tlamnchire,

hen the boilers had cooled enough to nermit entrance, it

was found that each had a few runtured sunerheater tubes, the

10les having occurred in the tubes about a foot in front of the

neader closest to the sunerheated furnsce. These tubes could

not be reached to be cut out, nor could they be nluzzed, since

thie hand-hole nlates of the header are welded in. These hand-

10le nlates, near the ruptured tubes, were cut out in order to

obtain a sample of anv solids that might be linine the inner

surface of the tubes. Such carry over was found, indicating

without anv doubt that heat transfer vias prevented from the hot

cages through the tube to the steam so that the tube burned out.
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3 semple of this s0lid materizl] was given to the Interescayt

chemist to analyze. It was composed of practicallv the same

ronstituents as were found on the turbire bHledes £7

rlant that had exne»*:n- =" '» troadbl °

Belgien

The top

of the emergency ston wv: 1c

strainer encrusted w*'" the

= pe men

moved ae Tt stean

OY
—

Hy, +r - = ”

Ea ~Hewv over tfCarr a 5 wg Y y, #
ve To Mut down of

the boilers and the terminat?® ~

the RASTSTAIICE Tw: Pec dwt  -

be mmm mem =e ~srationof

=r .

during the

“1 order totime leading unr

obtain the ccemn?

r .
“niu re mast 0 « vamin

crower waters ¢f the Uzheldt River

rary concilerablv i» b&gt; e-omt-at with + g-=scns. urine

the winter monthe c=dranal-oe= 1-7" -ntad a concentration

of about 50 pn. ¢° C7. =*3e ° 1 in the rirar waters at the time

he tubes in the bt ers blew it was found that the concentration

&gt;f chloride was about £C00 ppm. (nracticallv salt water).

About a week and a halfbefore the runtures occurred, the

chloride concentrations in the boilers began to eet out of

nand. In order to keep the ohloride ion less than 100 pom.

lt was necessary to blow downthe boilers more anc nore; this

operation blew out not only the chloride, but also the alkalinity

and phosphate so that increasing amounts of a UII and Nao HPC,

vere recuired to be added. ‘the high salinity content of the raw

rater made 1t imperative that the evavorator be blown down nore

Prequently. Since more water was beine blown overboard from the

boilers a erester demand for make up was recuired of the evanorator
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so that it wos necessary te place both of them in use. Chloride

ves carried over in the vanor lines from the evaporators, as

they were workine hard to meet the suvronly of make-up needed.

snalysis of the condensate as it entered the low pressure heeter

showed an 2bnormally hieh chloride content (which conceivably

could have been ¢ result of a lecskine condenser but for the fact

~he condenser wee nat» -Tarked to be sour

Thus, the hi.

2ontinuously maki

ies decided to e+

"7 "Je content of the river viater was

“oadwater situation more serious. It

 +h “lant on? either weit until the

river water bec~w

supply of fresh wat

the evaporator. Bu" tliere w

211 the power obtainable was n-  ~ssory

! we "ocation vhere sa

 py

source feedings

~~ *woe In Bel cium:

"&gt; risk of the

"~eration., It was

attempted to run at reduced boller loads and at lower water

level to forestall the carry over that was known to be taking

place, The plant operators were nlezued with this situation

until finally the boilers blew; the Army could no longer coerce

Fhe plant into continuine operation.

U. S, Civilian encineer exrerts were soon aftzr sent to

he plent to estimate the danece and attempt to ascertain the

lirect cause, ‘then told the facts, thev had to agree with the

point of view held by the shin's crew. Lxamination of the

literature pertaining to the evanorators, made by one of the

&gt;ivilians, brougltto light the fact that the evaporators were
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intended to evaporste fresh water (not selt) in their operation

in order for the ecuarentee acainst a certain amount of carry

over to be valid. Evidently, this fact was not realized by the

sneineers who redesigned the plant for overseas operstion back

in 1944; for, to meet the situation wherein salt weter would

nave to be the source of water supply for the evapa etors, the

jesienine encineers merelv added an extra evaporator of the

same tyne to handle the extra arnount of feed water that would

Ye necessary as a result of increased hlow down.

[t is a relevent fact that the SZATOVER, operstine in

&gt;hent, Beleium, hed no such trouble; for it onerested in a canal

so that its source of supply for the evavrorators was fresh waster

the vear round. It was attempted to obtain a fresh water supply

50 the evaporetors when the RESISTANCE first tied up to the

hower plant at Schelle, but the Interescaut encineers maintained

they had barely enough fresh water for their own evaporators;

in fact, it was continuously &amp; source of friction to obtain from

them five tons ¢® water per day needed for th: fresh water

cooling systems and drinking and lavatory purposes aboard. The

[NDUCTANCE at Fensacola, rlorida and the HUSISTALCE in its test

runs in the U. S. had always used a fresh water supply to the

avaporators-

An error» 21 the selection c¢~° ~%=n &gt; equipment, there-

fore, resulted in serious danace to the boiler; for it will be

3 major repair to put new tubes into the suverheaters of both

rollers. wntrance into the condenser permits examination of
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only the blades of the 19th stece of the turbine; these blades

vere as clean as if they hed been polished, but the condition

&gt;f the blades of the other stages could not be ascertained with-

sut removing the turbine casing.
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+ CLEANING FRORLIENS

'eintaining clean exterior boiler tube surfaces proved also

50 be a troublesome problem. The compact size of the bollers,

though necessarv on 8 ship in order to provide high capacity

utnrut per unit volume, was in part resronsible. The type of

0il burned (English furnace oil) wae, as previomsly noted, high

in sulfur content, so that hard scale was prone to form on the

sxternal surfaces of the boller tubes. 1t was in the cleaning

&gt;f these tubes that the compectness of the installation proved

~roublesone.

sxperience showed that the boilers could not be operated at

full load for more than three weels without their having to be

secured and cleaned. ‘The oc ~=e~ Luh~s and the outer few rows

of generating tubes were ~~ lerned by chipping the scale

off with metal rods. wher met n= -2asary to have clean

tubes, however, is ~ resrns bert rv. tha c aunect design

has the superhant~ ~ between the screen

tubes, It *

superheater ant 17

boiler; yet hie cuar+-—

the scale off onlv the two out side rows 0° cunerheater tubes.

furthermore, it is impossible to enter the samll clearance space

setween the super heater and the screen tubes of the saturated

i"

side. so that only two rows of the superheater can be scraped,

these facing the saturated side. the obvious result, was that

more oil had to be burned in the superheated furnace to maintain

she 900° ww. outlet temperature, since heat had difficulty in
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reing transferred throuzh the scale on the external tube surfsces.

Therefore, barring of the tube surfaces, though better than

no effort whatsoever, was far from satisfactory. 4t a time when

one of the boilers reouired new brick for the furnace floors, it

vas attempted to wash the hard scale off--there was no worrv

about the effect of water upon the brickwork since it was to be

removed anyway. A hose was rigged whereby anything from cold

water to wet steam could be nlaved upon the tube surfaces by

adjusting the relative amounts of water and steam in the mixing

chamber. This operation was attempted with the boiler shut

own, so that a man could enter the furnace and nlay the jet

anon the tubes a few rows behind those outside. In this manner

che warm water or steam could be turned uovon the inner rows of

she superheater. It was found, however, that regardless of the

vater-steam mixture the scale would not come off from washing

3lone. The water did soften the scale considerably so that it

vas much more easily removed by means of rods; vet the fact re-

nains that thouegnh it became soft, the slae could still not be

reached to be knocked off in the insccessible area such as t he

superheater.

+1th superheater tubes partially clogged with scale, the

furnece cases from the superheater side encountered increased

resistance to their flow between the tubes of the superheater

It was not long before the baffle between the bottom of the

steam drum and the middle of the superheater in both boilers

became burned out. (This baffle is shown on the boiler sketch
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in Fig. 5). ''he superheater gases then found a passageway of

least resistance, so thet they tended to by-pass the sunerheater

3 condition adding to the amount of o0il recuired in the super-

neater burners to meintaln the desired outlet temperature. ‘the

ship's maintenance crew did not have the facllities with which

co replace these baffles, so that the condition existed

ontinuously.

Cperation of the ILDUCTANCE, while the crew wss in its

sraining stage in rensscola, rlorida, revealed no such scaling

&gt;f tubes. Burning natural gas, the 1LoLUCTANCLE was free from

che difficulties encountered in the slsg producing furnace clls.

1th natural gas as a fuel, then, the compactness of the float-

ine power plants offers no drawback in normal operation. The

crew aboard the nuSISTANCE never did solve the problem of

affecting clean boiler tubes, nor did the othsr crews operating

vith oil.
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FLAT PURTCRVANCE

n+: nam 1&amp;8 3The results ¢® the nlan arformaence ff the gE3TSTALCE, =#«

Pemmvy Aatae TecaTded On~alculeted in thi noner wes

50th Liarch, 104% Ta ' ad +h AT ant was

T~ad for the

“cycles, it

1ischt be expected to be 27 “7° K.¥W. On Toth limreh, 1645 the

arnt Ra+

nlent everaged 31,000 K.%W. =2t a frenuencv

tvrenty~four hour reriod. Lhe velu-ss of varicns flows thus ob-

seined may be expected to be at their highest, Sirce the nlant

nas operating over its rated capacity, the efficlencies may be

sxnected to be somewhat lower on this dey then durine a veriod

&gt;f normal load operation. Actusllyv, the deviations of the ef-

ficiencies from those at reted loazsd were relatively small.

411 calculeted date is tabulated near the end of this naner

3s &amp; result sheet. ‘the 745,000 K.¥W.=-HR. cross cernerstor outrut

and the 715,000 K,"/,=-1%5, net ecenerator outmut indicate that the

station or house load was 30,000 H.W,=-FRS. during the twenty-

four hours of continuous vlant ovreretion. This is 4% cf the

ross outnut, but it should be noted that this value 1s sone=

r#hat hicher than thet vhich is actually necessary to operate the

vlent. Included in the house load are the oower for running the

ship's #alley, r~“ ‘aeration mac” “ery, the canstans, and a few

&gt;ther small items ¢f equipment thal de not nertaein to the manu-

facturine of electricity. It is truer however, that these items

even in total are necliecible reletive to the senerstor ou rut,

yut it is well to recognize their existence.



the calculations nrove the fect that 10. 1 boiler is canable

of utilizing more air than boiler KC, 23; the former used 14%

axcess air, while the latter consuned 11.5%. It was alwavs

found that 0.2 boiler would cormence smokine at hieh loads, 2

fact that indicated it wes not receivine sufficient fresh air.

‘his condition existed both before ard efter the sir nprehester

utes in 0, 1 boller were dameced bv reason of the economizer

teak in that boiler. ‘he trouble in the economizer occurred in

Lay 1945, two months after this dats was recorded; even then LO.

boiler could take hi~her loads vi thout smokin~., ‘Thus, nC. 1

boiler received more sir tc its burners even after some of its

alr sunnly was Ft v-ntssic~ the boiler and coine on un the flue

shroueh the hol 7 “rmased air nrehester tubes,

{ here vee “hy

tion curve cl th

was as follows °F

-— oy

i -

senera’ 7° ° Ny

the stom ©

cendencer the
’

he initie” cete- .

I

 ono mt efdine the exact condi-

“or t»-~ r~alculetions

Lora
~ - -

eo
'

Come - - a of

E71 . 2S in the

Cla "ne
hart 5slone wither

*
Bg om AE » r at 1 fehad hv nregsure end

cemrerature, ‘'L'hror these ”7 -: mnoints © curve was drawn, which

was teken to be the condition curve of the turbire. On 30th Larch

the turbine had sg different load end sneed from that of the G. I.

est, but the nressures at the varicus stares were obtained from

she pressure geces., “he intersection of the 9th stece nressure

#ith the condition airve established the condition of the ¢th

stace on the liolier Chert so that its enthelpvy could be read.

"ite menner were the enthalries of the other stescves obtained.
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[n a recenerative cvecle the water rate (pounds of steam ver

cilowatt=hour) is meaningless: althourh in a cvele without ex-

-raction feed water hestine it is a cood measure of ner formance,

somewhat ecuivalent in the recsenerative cvele is the hest rete:

this is. the amount of hest sunrlied the turbire bv the steam less

"he amount of heat in the feedwater before the economizer all

jivided by the output of the cemwrstoar. for the run of 30th Lier ch

1945 the heat rete was calculated to be 10,780 BTU. ner r.V,-="k.

lhe heat halance diecren supplied bv G. &amp;, gives 2 value of 9,770

3Tu. ner K.W.=iR.; but this is for the theoretical heat rate and

is thus a limit to be arprosched, but not resched. In a modern

nlant operatine on the recenerstive cycle, a heat rate of less

than 11,000 BTU. ver a.W.-H-R. is considered verv oc 7.

rhe overall nlent c¢* «°°

ITU, cont ent of thr 7

board, was found +

2s based on net oH

one-fourth of tH

cycle, Over

the overall

on ore cuted and 25.5%

=f “ar power ahout

"rer a done as the load

ve 7s ahove 20 (°C IL. Waang Vig . + Tswer lead the nlent efficiency

vas gsomewhn’ less, but nr verv greatly so.
9

sased on gros ontnut, the plant burned oil at the rate of

0.693 pounds ver kilowatt-hour; this value is 0.723 when based

on the net output 0% energy delivered to shore. Licdern + ean

vessels are able to obtain performances of from 0.40 to 0.50 LES.



»f fuel per horse power-hour; the C.C93 LB/H.W,=x.

SMSISTANCE is 0.217 LRS, ner horse nower-hour. ‘Lhe Savamnah

one of the first steam vessels to cross the Ltlantic) burned

fuel at the rate c¢c* ah ~ounds per horse-nower hour. ‘Lhe

operation of the RESIST IF Then. comvares aculte favorably with

modern power installations, both marine and stationary.



POSTWAR CPERATIC OF FLOATING rOvnk FLALTS

At the present writins, the followine is the disvosition

&gt;f the four floatine power plants. whe 1IDUCTANCT remains at

jacksonville, rlorida, where it continues its electrical pnroduc-

sion for that area, ‘the VFHCALIICE was g0ld by the U., SS. army

50 the Philirpines: it is now in ovmerstion in lienils by the local

»ivil authorities. Puerto nico was seekine to purch ese the wih

°0wisR, but the exact disrosition of this plant is unknown to the

ruthor. rinellv, the wuSISTANCE was nmurchased by the Public

service Company of lew Hernshire. Yhisuility comrany is at the

re sent time accomplishing the repairs to the superheaters and

ther damaced items; this work is beine done at Portsmouth,

vaw nemoshire, the city in which it is intended to operate the

~LGSTSTAICE,

Tn view 7° hn "mv! TT e~treme eacerness to ont
+ -

“ff the se

nlants, it does not enpear that thew are beins ronsidered as 2

"rture, ‘fhere ienajor steam-ele~*"- uyn*’ «F th “rc doubt but

shat the Armv ws™" —~ part © them any mo" ~°¢ thera 1s no

mild them, Therm © -- “4 mev be con=-

sidered that t° TT “frye power plants wees weor=time exper irent.

yvhich was nart”’ cncessful, but w' 2 mt nh nrther develored,

nrine the pe&gt;f-’ ~” cneration of the HeSISTANCE in Belaium,

innumerable visitors from various countries ceme aboard to sce

“he nlent. Shortly thereafter. ineland wes seekins ten to fifteen

such nlants; in addition, kussia, Belgium, Holland, and france

neked if it would be possible to obtain some. but these countriss



-

11d not wish to buv them; thev honed to obtain some nlants under

the Lend-Lease prorram--with the accent most stroncly on "Lend"

the united states did not meet these recuests, but did come

““ackared boilers were devdoned during

the war time »erfol to mr ~~: cial recuirements. ‘these boilers

are compact simnte ~ T7 77 nrefabriceted units c© small out=-

sut to be used in 10 7  recions: thev were desgicned to be self

starting since they wera intend © f-~ gress having mo other SOUT ce

»f nower. &lt;1he fire? design was nad

communities in russia end Z2iberices £1 LCO0 K.W. nlent was

constructed so thet 7+ could burn =ussian coal, lienite, peat,

wood. ‘‘hree other desicns were later completed--of D000 LK...

2000 K.tey and 3000 KK. we camnacitv.

or

thus, the development of these nesckared boilers seems further

50 preclude the likelihood of floatinz nower vwlents of the

&lt;uSISYAIICHE tvpe in the future. 4 neackarced boller is a much more

sconomical and simnle unlit to emnlev tor emercency or temnorary

conditions than a 5,000,000 floating nowerhouse. It is rare

thet a land powerhouse is inundated by flood waters, end certainly

no bombines are exnected during mesce time. Consecuentlv, it

appears that the floating vower nlant hes seen its dev, and that

vhere emercencv nlants are raouired some such unit as the peckaced

boller will be emnloved.
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[FESULTS OF PLANT DPDRRFORVATICH THaT

Yenerator rFrecuency

24 HR, Tross Generator Outnmut=
745,000 XV-IRS,

Imi se Load

ross Rate of Outnut: A 3 nen KW,

177 Besley

15 ~~Steam Flow (IR/WR,S

‘eedwater Flow (LB/F7

fuel 0il Flow (LR/HR,)

tir Flow (IL3/7R,)

16°

-

1

* ™ &gt; * - 73oiler Fe*iciencies (%)

hxece

af 4

Viale -

Vake=-

deat Enterine Boilers

Te nf Air Per 12, Fuel ("~tual)

[B, of Air Per LT, Fuel (Theoretical)

Jjeat Recirculsted Rv Prehasher

Oth Stace Bxtrasctic

13th Stage Extraction

16th Stare Extraction

Steam To Air Ejectors

Condenser Flow

50 Cveles

24 HR, Tet, Gutmta
715,000 0, ~-"IRS.

50,000 Kii,=tLS.

Mat, Rotex 20,0 FT+ § - 0 PRE

23Rey7) mn
INE -

Bonth Beilers

269,000

300. 000

21,560

312,000

 4 3

1 Te
c Sr

82.1

11.5 13

10,000 LB/7T,

7 Do

408,000,000 RTU/MER,

14.3

13,08

24,800,000 BTU/7R

38,000 LR/FR.

9,500 13/0.

24,000 LR/HR.

670 LR/TT,

226,600 ILD/YR.



Tent Given Up In Turbine

ross Rate of Genersctor Outnrt

Mechanical &amp; Electrical Losses

faechonical Losses

nlectrical lLcosses

o -— * -

Tenerator Efficiency

“achar® 7 TT ~dency of Turbine

Plant °F

He gen meet fancy

ver ‘ciency

Letu: Bi mn, - -
 a

versa” &gt;wv (t2s” 7 -1 cross output,

Jvare. Toe Te ~ nnt ~ntre-t

(BR, c= 7° -1P {~r - he

"3, of Fuel Per KV.~-¥K. (based cn net cutvrut)

113,60C. 000 RTU/TIR,

105,800 790 3TT/HE,

7.7 7H0 BIU/TR,

5.777 "00 B3™I/UR,

2,050.C00 BTU/HE,
o~ TeJe cw 1D

95,0 16

10 3 720 STU , =

AB e2

31.7 4

32.2 %

26.6 %

- oi25.5

C.693

"JPR
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CONDITIONS &amp; TNTUALPIZES

LOCATION

2

Fa
net7OF
Lpfo,. 80)
3F100F
 pf 150K
ce .

18004

ceptl0O

" i
ah

NONDTTTON BIE TREY (BTU, TP, )

215 nsi. Abs. 0000F

1734#0.9z182 »nsi. Abs.

5040.9=77 psi. Abs.

14.,8+0,9=16,5 nal. Abs.

1455

1315

1241

11 37

2, AMT e=1 23 negli, Abs, 1020

1.080F 76

11 20% 20

21098 178

20a0F 194

SpE0% PB 5

Opa5 1100 msi. ace 23640

2500 321.5

PERT 25 nsi. Abs, 1165

117°F

2170F

276°F

265°

za ORF

QE

185

204

23345

33Q,H

sont, at 55 nsi. Abs. 1175

180 °F 1/8

297°

85 psi. Abs.

2686

1455

Val ha
- a an

209,000 L3/1TR,

- ” - voy
. AA 4 Ue us x

309,000 LR/TE,



pi

ToT A mM ANTONIO A TOUAIRTY OA MIR) TTA MY5A L 2a LLMC Ho Am Hey HDA 1 a n Hit 7 i

1.) Low Fressnre Heater
(Wa = Wa =~ Wg = wy

Wa = wg = wg = wu) h.

= OD FF

~4 99

2.) Evaporator Condenser N
( Ww 1 = Wo = Wg # i ) hy ;

( W4 - 2 - We # W ) h 2 + Wr.

2.) Bvenorstor
(wo - Yon - x ha, A Wha or ’

hm 4 (wo = Ww - hm4 hoy N 2 Yo 0 x) Cap L120

4, Desearator
(wr = Wo = We 4

fos J

1
wo "&gt; (wo = Wo. - Pe # 10°

a. Xhe 0
W2ohk £150 # f 4 10

WT 0 ‘

- hy

5.) gh Ie assure HeaterWw - Wo4 x mn . #Eh Wo 7) h il WwA oc By

(wq #4 WW + -) h a hie Wao! 1- /Le

6.) Air Ejector
(wa - WwW ——

+ 1,
~ Locy Yo

Wy = w.
f

"Tq 3 he wha ~ 50

7.) Contaminated svaporst sr
Fhae # xhy =

thing # hae A = 0 PP
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SOTITT ONS

» llake-un = (Feedwotar Flow) = (Steam Flow) = 309000 = 299000 =

10,000 LR/HA%, = 3.2 %

Rated Canacitv of Contaminated Evevorator is 2500 LR/Th. o 75 nsi.

Abs. shell vnraessure since shell nressure reads HD nsi Abs,

Lssume F = (om) +2500 = 1.900 I2/HER.Lasun =

x. 17.) x (2216 = 267 ) = 1¢€°0 . ..- HyJ - la

£ = (1000+(1022) } «+ (1149) =
1700 LR/FR., 9th Stare Steem to contaminated evaporator

i Nr - ~

no

had

og ~r
a LLY Y he

I%e (B.) (309000 # 1700) (321.5 = 236.5) = (1316 = 339.5) weg

woo = ( (310700)(25) ) + (976.5) =
27000 LB/HR 9th Stare Steam to hirsh nressure heater

-

i
 ~- . We rr »~ inVad ir ~~YW A xX A

33 (34) (we - 27C00 = 1700) = ( (10000)+(1165 = 148))
(1316 = 233.5)

h
f

‘w, = 2700 = 1700) = (10000°+(1017) ) « (1082.5) = 9400

Wo = 9400 # (27000 # 1700) = 38,000 LB/HR
an Stege Steam (Total) Ixtracted

1%. (4.)

 -— — ,Jig  py -~

 yn,

(209000 =~ 38000 = wg)- (194) = 309000 (234) ~ 1241 wy =
9400 (£34) = 27000 (340) = 1700 (2867;

271000 (194) =- 194ws = 72,300,000 = 1241 we = 220,000 =
9,180,000 - 454,000

L047 wg = 72,300,000 = 582,354,000 = ©,946,000

we = 9,500 LB/HR. 13th Stace Steam Extracted



5G (14) (290000 = 38000 =- 9500)(80 = 182) # w, (182 = 80) =
10000 (189 = 2C4) #7wy (189 =- 1137)

1050 w, = 251500 (182 - 80) - 10000 (204 = 189)

1050 w, = 25,600,000 = 150,000 = 25,450,000

7, = 24200 LB/FR. 16th Stese Steem Extracted

X
-r pa

CY
™ ~ “t- ny. ro

Coy Nh

1%. (6) (299000 = 38000 = 9500 = 24200) (80 - 73) = eo (1455 - 85)

L370 ®@ = 227,300 (4) = 909.200

0 = E70 LR/UR, Steam to Air Eieetors

x
" £7

_ondenser Flow = Wy mW = We = wy

200000 = 33000 « 9H0ON

Se,

ro ~r X XX

24200 - 700 = 209000 - 72400

condenser Flow = 226,600 LR/HR.

0, 1 Boiler Efficiency

(7 y, = Heat Qutrut  _ 1455 (158000) = (321.5) (163000) _‘(B71 = THeet Innut 18500 Hr

(230 = 523) x 10° 177.7 x 10°
“T{18500) 11140 = “(i8500) 11140 = S6.4%

0. 2 Boiler afficiency

Ms) _ 1455 (141200) = 521.5 (146200) _ _(205 = 46.9) x 10°
shen = 18500 (10420) ’ 18500 (104201

_152,1 x 10° .
“18500 (10450) = B2.1%

A\verace Overall Boiler afficiency

m.) = 1455 (290000) = 521.5 (509000) _ (435 - 994) x 100
RY= 18500 (21560) = TT 18500 (~/1560) =

25,6 x 100 3
15500 (218607 = 84.5%

ax
NL  ol adm mh ams

RX
- a In pe x



Teat leaving boilers = (Hest in steam)
(Heat lost)

# (eat in blowdown)

Test entering boilers = (Te~t in fuel) £ (Feat in feedwater)

Teat leaving boilers = (1455 (292000) ) # (529 (10000)
(0.157) (12500 x 21560) =

(435,000,000) # (5,200,000) # (62,500,000)=
502,700,000 BTU/YR.,

Treat entering boilers = ( (18500)(21560) oe 321.5) (309000)

508,500,000 £ 00,400,000 = 497,900,000 RTU/H%

he calculated values of heat entering and ci leavins check within 0.85%

yo vv
- » LF TY

\ir suprlied ver hour = (166000 # 152000) = 318,000 LR/™R

L3 N= 312000 IR ATE/HR., _ 14 a 1m #7 — i} en
A1T uzed - “SI1580 10 FSi Ton. ~ 14, 2 1.3 LTIR/ IR FUEL BOTH BOILERS

LTR USED NC ° BOILER 166000=34.0 I» ATR/ 1B FUEL
T1140

VIR USTEL NC 7 ROTLER =z £22000 _ 4
\TR USTED NC OTILER = —=220 0 = 14.6

Assnimins the Inelish furnace ¢il, the heatine value of which

ls 18,500 BTU/LB., is similar in ultimate analysis to Californias

bile

% Carbon  % Fvdrogen J Oxycen &amp; Nitrocen

21.52 21.51 h,92

w Sulfur

Nn.n5

Theoretical air - 11 = (2) #4 34.3 (¥ = 2) 4 4.3 (s)

'heoretical air = 11.5 (.8152) # 34,5 (0.1151 = Lain 4 4.3 (0,0055]

1,38 4 3,68 4 ,0037 = 15.08 LB EIR/LR FULL



Jer, Li &lt;3 i + 1 4 ‘
5 AU LSS AL - —— en I.5X Ci ATR 17.08 ]

1
gr 3 a

10, 1 EXCESS ATR = 24292 - 1 =
15.08

70. 2 EXCESS ATR = 14.6 1
15.08

149,

11.5%

Tort recirculated +r °° so henter

Jeld = 13% Hxcess Alr

~ a

- +h Z\

LSSUITR:  Snecifie Feat of Air = 0.24 RTU/ LROF

Teat recirculated - J180C0 (T, 4+ —- Te) ¥ 0.24 = 318000 (375 = 50)(0,24

Tent recirculated = 24,800,000 BTU/TR,

 al£3 EN

Hen* civen un by turbine steam from:

let to 9th stace (1455 = 1316) (209000 - 670) = 41.5 x 10° AUAR

th stare to 13th staze (1316 = 1241)(202300 - 38000) = 10,5 x 10°

IBth stase to 16th stems (1241 - 1157) (260300 = 9500)= 25.1 x 10°

3th stace to condenser (1137 - 1020) (250800 - 24200) =26.5x10°

TOTAL 113.6 x 10°

TEETER AGT ANTY ANT TITFAW ERATOR CUTOUT (31050) (3412)

iechenicel &amp; slectrical losses

-105.5 x 10°
2 x 10% Sry/HE

THAT RATE

(1455(209000)=321.5(309000:)WIU/Hx
SI0E0 ho TT

(435=00,4)x10° 275 6 .
21050 = "mios0  * 10

SAT RATE = 10,780 BTU/H.W. = HE.

wl olde dd dim A. -
7
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BUTTER ATIVE CYCLE SFFICTRNCY

¥) Har {tn = }( ha - hy) # {vr -) = Yo) (hy, -h

(wa -C) = W.,, = 5

 J (a,

_—co = We = tl =.) &lt;L(vq meo= wo = wile —Tg);
No = ha) = Angin f

Ti
~ Tp n

fi LI .LW 2 Te +1 5 £.10.5 #26 J # 2H68 = Alleyen02 115.6 x 10 © - Aline
 ooo 300) (145 = 521.5) AW ” (202300) (117353, 5) =AF

FOTLLR HEED TURP = A681 HUF i

SORTER OF nTSONDENSLTT TUR = 3 |3 Dl Lede di Lil +b = 2) 0 Bn
TC CF GACH FULRE Yin - 2(307) = 722 1.

LT 700 AA000
STULIN. = 782 x (550000 60 = 1.00 x 108 ory

me, = ALB.6=2)x10°C 55.24IG to SGRANO)(1133.5) = 1.99 « 10

5 &lt;

SAMA EY TOTENAYFMAERATOR AFFTCIFICY

’ on 2$2 2 os - wl e A YC 412 B2il 22» 3
{kK 3 Fa

TVA ATS CTT A sary mo TIVITY LN ATTOp " COR FTA wm hy TT a = Ph VU

5 pi a rr TENTY CTJEST vom, mT, LiCRSE

Co £ 2 AL Lh

re

A xX x
» oy

x
Zh

WoRALL THORMAT, oFEICTIENCY

5412 £42 ” oy
"7A0 - Mo FT TET TIT » = “TATan - Sl . 7%I WT AT  -ti \ OF £0

“tX
~ xX

WCTUAL THERIAL FrICTHICY

A 20. s 7 — -

po — = Tas z= SR.2w
o : -

ear La
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CCFANWNTOAT. BFFICTICECY

 Lh 59,90
710 = Soo = emi = 07,04 OT TRE8 CEA

- = benerator Outrug
Ti TZ Heat civen nn in stocec

105,28 x 107

113,86

Te
; A ‘ re

; 05.2 _ 93.2 = 05,0%

a.

WIHRATLL OP .SERALL PLANT Lp .ANT LPR TCTENCY

(7 Gras ont nt ot evritehheesrd0) Be inetennSrna Int from fuel of

rz

= a EC) (R412)ENO (TIEAR = 0 6%

 mw) = fb oubrut at swmitchborsrd 2020N (3412)
TteE Innut from fuel UTE CIERRA TUTIERDT CT Coen

SOUNDS OF PUBL Tok LILCATT = HOUR { Hoa)

 .-

{

9215/0 LR, p11 .1,/72-— rg adh rite) ,AQE TT JTTT
31050 K.,WWe Bross - wt ro

COTTE OF PITTT DVR RTLOVLTT o HOUR (Thm)

PIHA0 T2, Fuel /HR,
20000 Ke. Tet = 0.723 LR.FINL/E,7.T it
























